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Chapter One:
Introduction
A Black woman in a subdued yellow gown lays on her side on a wooden bench amid an
industrial brick building. Sleeping barefoot on a sheer white fabric strewn lazily across the
bench, she nestles one of her hands under her head while the other hangs drowsily over the edge
(see Figure 1) (Hersey & Watts, 2018). Her dress seeps over the edge, too, in a sleepy exhibition
of her tranquility. She dreams above a decoration of cotton beneath her bench almost giving the
illusion she floats on a cloud. The woman’s gentle softness is juxtaposed by the worn, decrepit
building behind her is a perfect metaphorical image for Tricia Hersey in 2020. The woman in the
image—Tricia Hersey—often posts similarly serene content on her Instagram page known as
The Nap Ministry. While this kind of serenity has all but disappeared amidst the chaos and
despair of recent months, Tricia has remained steady. The maintenance of her wellbeing, she
believes, is due to how she has prioritized taking naps. On October 30, 2020, she tweeted from
her Nap Ministry account that despite how traumatizing the world currently is, she is doing just
fine. She stated: “I’d like to announce that I’m thriving due to rest and deep community care”
(The Nap Ministry, 2020). While it may be hard to imagine anyone thriving right now, Hersey is
doing just that, and has been for years.
Tricia Hersey, otherwise known as the Nap Bishop, is the founder of an organization
called The Nap Ministry based in Atlanta, Georgia. Through this project, she advocates for
resting as a way to rebel against what she calls “grind culture.” Hersey (2020) explains grind
culture as a kind of toxic programming of individuals who work nonstop as well as a direct
byproduct of capitalism and white supremacy. Founded in 2016, this organization helps its
followers examine rest as resistance through workshops, performance art installations, and
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communal nap experiences. The organization was created by Tricia Hersey where she creates
Nap Experiences in various public spaces, such as yoga studios, art galleries, and museums
which feature “dim lights and soft music playing” and “people on yoga mats covered with
blankets” (Ellis, 2019). In these nap sessions, people do just that—take a nap. Hersey also often
reads poetic manifestos borrowing from minds like bell hooks and Alice Walker (Ellis, 2019).
Through her organization, she also hosts workshops on how to resist grind culture; in the
beginning, Hersey performed a one woman show of her sleeping and reading “slave archives”
aloud (Ellis, 2019). After a show at which she invited her audience to rest, Hersey realized
communal nap experiences could become a regular event, partly when she received encouraging
feedback to continue (Pandika, 2019).
As the Nap Bishop, Hersey preaches about the liberating power of rest, especially in our
chaotic world today. She told The Guardian on October 8, 2020 that her schedule during the
COVID-19 pandemic has been busier than during the last three years of leading the Nap
Ministry: because “so many people have realized they don’t know how to slow down—even
now, when we are forced to” (Hosking, 2020, para. 4). The global pandemic has caused people
to be even more tired and burnt out than before, and it’s not hard to see why. As Wired says,
“Trying to be a functional human being in 2020 can feel exhausting” (Calore & Goode, 2020,
para. 1). In short, Americans were collectively exhausted before the global pandemic and recent
unrest in response to police brutality, and political division. These events have only made the
exhaustion worse.
This thesis proposes to analyze Tricia Hersey’s work with The Nap Ministry. From a
critical perspective, I aim to investigate the ways in which Tricia Hersey’s work responds to the
hegemonic forces that are the foundation of grind culture. I argue that The Nap Ministry serves
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as an interruption to cycles of grinding and hustling. Due to our heightened moment of burnout,
it is essential to study alternative modes of living outside of these dominant institutions that
perpetuate the grind and the hustle. It is important now more than ever to investigate how
resistance manifests in attempts to dismantle these toxic systems. Therefore, I answer the
following research questions:
RQ1: How does Tricia Hersey’s The Nap Ministry disrupt hegemonic cycles of grind
culture?
RQ2: In what ways does the Nap Ministry portray the resting body as a form of
resistance?
To answer these research questions, this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter One
begins with a rationale for Tricia Hersey’s Nap Ministry as a text worthy of academic study. In
short, I explain how the critical moment we are living through opens a window to discuss the
issues of grind culture more urgently. Next, in Chapter Two, I review the scholarly literature
documenting the rhetorical and material progressions that have led to the current position of
neoliberalism, the worker, and rest. In Chapter Three, I outline my critical orientation for this
project and describe the tenets of critical rhetoric as well as how I chose my texts for analysis. I
apply a critical rhetoric to The Nap Ministry’s use of religious topoi and illuminate the rhetorical
strategies it utilizes in a spiritual tradition in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, I discuss The Nap
Ministry’s strategic positioning of the body at rest. Finally, in Chapter Six I provide my
concluding thoughts and the implications of this project.
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Rationale
Anne Helen Petersen ignited a conversation about burnout with her 2019 Buzzfeed essay
titled “How Millennials Became the Burnout Generation.” The essay quickly went viral on social
media, having been read 7 million times. Workers across the globe identified with her message
concerning the world we inhabit today—a world in which our lives are mandated by constant
optimization. Today’s American workforce reifies a culture where the grinding and hustling is
not only encouraged, but expected—at least if you want to live somewhat comfortably. Notions
of the grind and the hustle first permeated our cultural zeitgeist through popular press sources
which define grind culture as “the idea that every nanosecond of our lives must be commoditized
and pointed toward profit and self-improvement” (Martin, 2020, para. 4), and “an idea, a
discourse and a survival strategy often glorified as economic opportunity” (McMillan Cottom,
2020, para. 2). This impulse to “wake up, hustle harder, sleep, repeat” (Turith, 2019, para. 1) is
deeply felt by nearly everyone in 2020, but the phenomenon is acutely burdening millennials
(Petersen, 2019). In fact, Petersen (2019) argues the millennial generation has been conditioned
to work nonstop and tirelessly; yet, they are on track to be the first generation to make less
money than their parents. Whether it be in their career or various side hustles, individuals today
are incentivized by the hopes that all of their exhaustion and burnout will one day be rewarded
by the system. In the following section, I outline key circumstances and events that necessitate
examining this grind culture moment.
The system that has spawned grind culture is undoubtedly due to what some scholars coin
the neoliberal turn, or the “embrace of the general idea that society (and every institution within
it) works best when it works according to the principles of the market” (Spencer, 2015, p. xxiv).
Under an economy with neoliberal policies, every individual functions as human capital in order
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to present themselves as the ideal worker. The American Dream undoubtedly constructed values
that influenced the ideal American worker with meritocracy and self-reliance; meanwhile
simultaneously stigmatizing the poor and structuring support for the upper classes (Lamont,
2019). Predicated by cultural values that inspired the American Dream mythology, neoliberal
ideologies have nonetheless led to decades of fewer good jobs and more bad jobs as well as
workers producing more for less (Spence, 2015).
Due to this system, work has permeated life’s boundary and caused work time and leisure
time to merge into one. Essentially, we, as a society, “no longer respect the dignity of labor, and
increasingly propose hustling to make ends meet” (Spence, 2015, p. xxiv). As a result, the neverending hustling has culminated into today’s workers living in a constant state of precarity, which
is defined as continual economic insecurity (Hill, 2017). Operating amid precarity, as Petersen
(2019) points out, takes its toll leaving everyone in the burnout condition of grind culture
Americans know today. While burnout is felt among all U.S. workers, it hits millennials the
hardest as they came of age when neoliberal ideology was in full swing. Harris (2017) explains
how work is being problematized everywhere, in part due to rising developments in technology
that eliminate distinctions between work and the rest of life. He states, “For young people
entering or preparing to enter the labor market, these extraordinary developments have always
been the way things are” (Harris, 2017, p. 69). In other words, neoliberal ideals of grinding and
hustling have become normalized to the point where many people have never known any other
state of existing in the economy.
Pundits and scholars were just beginning to call out grind culture when its relentless
nature became exposed to the rest of the world by the global pandemic. Spurred by the COVID19 pathogen, this pandemic began to spread across the world in early 2020. The world slowed
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down and many Americans found themselves adrift at the mercy of the universe, not knowing
what to do with their spare time, or their newly homebound lives. Workers with the luxury and
privilege to work from home were told to stay there whilst others lost their jobs, and many more
risked their lives to care for the sick without enough equipment, or were sick themselves.
Despite all of the tragedy and uncertainty permeating life, the media began circulating
articles detailing how those sitting at home could optimize their productivity and alleviate guilt
for doing nothing. Spratt (2020) explains that “It should come as no surprise that we are being
encouraged to optimize a global pandemic. To use it as an opportunity—not to mourn the
senseless loss of lives, of our freedoms, and of our futures but for self-improvement” (para. 5).
The ability to grind and hustle in the normal, pandemic-free routine had been taken away;
however, the general population struggled to shake the feeling of guilt. While this crisis had
forced many to stop and stay home, individuals were still grappling with the neoliberal notion
that there is nothing more detrimental than being idle. Vaughn (2020) calls out the troubling
trend of articles recommending ways to best maximize time spent in isolation. She states, “there
has been a lot of dialogue regarding what people should be doing in their ‘free time,’ when in
actuality a lot of people are working from home, unemployed, morphing into full-time teachers,
protesting, or simply trying to stay alive” (Vaughn, 2020, para. 1). COVID-19 brought about a
suspicious notion for those who were forced to slow down—a suspicion that the hustle was all a
facade. The curtain has been pulled back to reveal the lie.
In the context of COVID-19, Americans collectively began to recognize and understand
the capitalistic and neoliberal values in society that prioritized profit over human life. This truth
was evident in several contexts. Individuals with disabilities were told they were not able to do
remote work, but the pandemic has proven that many jobs could have been done from home all
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along (Jagannathan, 2020). Low-wage workers, such as delivery drivers, grocery stockers, transit
workers, and hospital janitors, all without the luxury of working from home or paid leave, were
told that they were “essential” workers (Stewart, 2020). These workers began to see themselves
as their employers saw them—replaceable. The myth perpetuated by grind culture was shown in
several contexts, but it was a truth that low-wage workers, often people of color, knew all too
well. These workers face the struggle of working in dangerous conditions but feeling obligated to
be thankful they even have a job.
The essential workers’ dilemma is symptomatic of the problematic system at large and
how capitalism spawns an urgency to keep working in spite of our health, happiness, comfort,
and ability. Nick French (2020) states in Jacobin Magazine, “From failing to develop a vaccine,
to evicting the jobless and cutting off their health care, to needlessly subjecting workers and the
public to infection: capitalism will be responsible for millions of coronavirus-related deaths”
(para. 1). The COVID-19 crisis helped illuminate the disparities in our society as it revealed the
many ways in which societal structures devalue human life. Our system is ultimately designed to
protect itself and not the lives of the Americans it employs and provides for. As McMillan
Cottom (2020) recalls, “For months, the American people have watched their federal and state
governments fail to educate and equip them during a global pandemic” (para. 6). COVID-19 just
happened to show the cracks in our neoliberal foundation.
In the months following the start of the pandemic, another context illuminated the
troublesome nature of grind culture and offers justification for scholars to pay special attention to
our grind culture moment. The country was already in a vulnerable place in May 2020 when a
horrific act of police brutality occurred following two recent murders of Ahmaud Arbery and
Breonna Taylor. The Black Lives Matter Movement gained momentum while African-
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Americans died disproportionately from COVID-19 compared to their white counterparts
(Solnit, 2020). After the horrific murder of George Floyd at the hands of police during the global
pandemic, Roxane Gay (2020) wrote, “The disparities that normally fracture our culture are
becoming even more pronounced as we decide, collectively, what we choose to save — what
deserves to be saved” (para. 7). Not only is the moment we are living in revealing the ways in
which capitalism prioritizes types of workers over others, but also how the system prioritizes
certain lives over others.
People took to the streets to protest the murder of George Floyd. Some of these protests
evolved into riots during which those involved destroyed police cars, burned down police
precincts, and damaged other buildings and businesses in various cities across the country. In
response, “it is dismaying to see that some are more upset about broken glass than public
killing—or rather that they seem to believe society ought to rest on a foundation of stable
property relations, not human rights and justice” (Solnit, 2020, para. 3). After all, destruction of
property and the loss of human life are vastly different. Yet, President Trump devalued those
lives when he tweeted, “when the looting starts, the shooting starts” (Panetta, 2020, para. 1). His
encouragement of violence against peaceful protestors due to the potential destruction of
property is not dissimilar to his protection of the Dow in the midst of a pandemic. Trump, like
the institutions he believes in, prioritized property and goods over human life, further revealing
time and time again that the system will always choose itself. This moment introduced a national
dialogue about where Americans’ priorities lie. Americans began to reconcile questions
regarding what is protected and what we really care about.
A revolution against these systems seems to be on the horizon with black activists at the
forefront. The momentum gained by the Black Lives Matter movement and nationwide uprisings
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is significant and is no coincidence as black liberation historically lends to a collective
challenging of the systems that have been normalized—grind culture included. Taylor (2020)
cites Martin Luther King Jr. as saying, “The black revolution...is forcing America to face all its
interrelated flaws—racism, poverty, militarism, and materialism. It is exposing the evils that are
rooted deeply in the whole structure of our society. It reveals systemic rather than superficial
flaws” (para. 6). Gay (2020) points out, “The rest of the world yearns to get back to normal. For
black people, normal is the very thing from which we yearn to be free” (para. 14). If that weren’t
enough, Rozsa (2020) confirms that when the economy fails due to capitalism’s failures, it often
invites the people to radicalize. All this is to say, this moment is unprecedented. I have tracked
the events that have led us to our country’s current moment—a critical, vulnerable moment that
is full of the potential for change and shifting. These events revealed capitalism’s instability
among many other truths; essentially, our relationship with work has the opportunity to change
how we see the worker’s role and possibly reimagine labor entirely. Because of this pivotal
moment we inhabit, scholars have to look at the ways in which resistance has manifested and
continues to emerge as a response to these temporal conditions.
Resistance doesn’t and hasn’t always taken radical forms. When burnout became a
widespread phenomenon, tech gurus began looking into monetizing luxurious retreat experiences
to help people similar to them get away and relax (Odell, 2019). Other countercultures have
always existed ranging from communes in the 1960s to the expensive ventures we know today
(Odell, 2019). In contemporary culture, Talia Jane, a Yelp employee, wrote an open letter to the
company’s CEO detailing low wages and the high cost of living in the Bay Area (Odell, 2019).
Yelp raised wages in response, but only after she was fired for her resistance. Quitting, as one
may have it, could indeed be its own form of resistance movement against grind culture.
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According to self-professed quitter, Ruby Tandoh (2020), quitting is not just leaving a job, but
rather a “easy remedy for a systemic wrong” (para. 2). Tandoh (2020) invites people to honor
themselves and quit dramatically and elaborately. She considers quitting as an act of self care
and states, “A machine never quits: if you can be defiant, you can feel alive” (Tandoh, 2020,
para. 11). While this trend accepts a more expressive style, some resistance is more subtle.
In response to the growing fast-pace nature of society, The Slow Movement emerged.
The Slow Movement is a “growing critical mass that advocates being more mindful about what
you do every day” (Holba, 2014, p. 182). This is not about literally moving slowly, but rather
walking through life in a more purposeful, thoughtful manner (Holba, 2014). Holba (2014)
explains how this movement is a direct response to the tenets of grind culture as they are
“devoted to addressing the problem of ‘time poverty,’ since many people find they never have
enough time even in the age of fast, quick, instant, and brief.” (p. 190). Tech entrepreneur Alex
Wolf (2020) explains in her blog that slow-living provides “more silence, more rest and more
fresh food in your life” (para. 1). She instructs her readers to “understand what your body feels
like with rest. Learn the luxury of silence. Actually marvel at the texture and aroma of what you
eat—and chew slowly. You’ll see results.” (Wolf, 2020, para. 2). Some resistance movements
take this approach even further.
Jenny Odell (2019) urges her readers to turn away from the “attention economy” and
relish in the act of doing nothing. She instead suggests partaking in “deep listening” or bird
watching, or even people watching (Odell, 2019). Gottfried (2019) explains the Dutch art of
doing nothing called “niksen.” Admin of the Facebook group “Nikseneers” and author of the
forthcoming book Niksen: Embrace the Dutch Art of Doing Nothing, Carolienn Janssen, explains
that niksen can be a way to recover from burnout. Niksen can be anything from listening to
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music or sitting still as long as it’s done without a purpose (Gottfried, 2019). Ultimately,
alternatives to grind culture are growing in popularity and it isn’t hard to see why.
The revelations individuals are beginning to understand regarding grind culture, however,
Tricia Hersey has been preaching for years. She tells USA Today that, in her view, naps are
“pushing back against toxic systems” and says that her work is “a movement, a reaction, and a
disruption” (Ellis, 2019, para. 29). The Nap Ministry’s mission statement reads, “We examine
the liberating power of naps. We believe rest is a form of resistance and reparations” (Hersey,
2020). Inspired by her masters in divinity from Candler School of Theology at Emory
University, Hersey created the Nap Ministry after she realized how much naps helped her
survive graduate school (Ellis, 2019). Hersey holds an undergraduate degree in public health.
She told The Atlantic’s podcast entitled Social Distance, she is “interested in both the science
and spiritual aspects of rest” (Hamblin & Wells, 2020, 10:11). After experiencing the trauma of
the #BlackLivesMatter movement during her time in school as well as being robbed as a single
mother, Hersey believed she suffered from sleep deprivation as a result (Ellis, 2019). She began
taking naps in the chapel before seminary and napped in other public places whilst earning her
degree (Hamblin & Wells, 2020, 18:44). Hersey believes sleep deprivation is not just a product
of grind culture but it is a racial and social justice issue (Pandika, 2019).
Hersey’s work is extremely important given that burnout and sleep deprivation are at an
all-time high, especially for marginalized communities. As Vaughn (2020) points out, Black
people are experiencing immense sleep deprivation due to the grief and suffering triggered by
police brutality. She states, “Black people have been constantly submersed in Black trauma porn
through social media and news reports detailing the gruesome details of Black deaths” (Vaughn,
2020, para. 19). Additionally, trauma surrounds the Black community due to structural violence
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exacerbated by COVID-19, including “the chronic stress and lack of access to healthcare,
housing issues, and work situations that have made black Americans die of COVID-19 at far
higher rates than other races” (Solnit, 2020, para. 13). Because of this, Hersey’s message is all
the more urgent and merits critical engagement.
Hersey saw the need for rest before this pandemic and wanted to bring the power of naps
and self care to others. Her work has only grown in prominence and necessity as 2020
progresses. When asked by NPR why her work is so important right now, Hersey says, “right
now rest is critical because it's counterintuitive and counter-narrative to see slowing down,
napping and rest are a key to our movement for black liberation” (McCammon, 2020, para. 8).
While her work centers Black people, she intends for her message to reach anyone who has
succumbed to or been marginalized by grind culture (Hersey, 2020). The attendees of her events
are a quite diverse myriad of people. Hersey says “some are single moms working multiple jobs
to pay rent, some are self-employed and exhausted, others are coping with emotions from
traumatizing life event” (Ellis, 2019, para. 10). However, Hersey places a specific focus on
Black folks. As she told Bonappetit, “If anyone should be sleeping, it’s Black people, when you
consider how our ancestors built this country with their free labor and no rest” (Pandika, 2019,
para. 5). Many of these attendees are often returners who express their enjoyment of the
communal aspect of napping (Ellis, 2019). As of 2020, Hersey has hosted over 50 communal
napping events across the country (Hamblin & Wells, 2020, 19:18).
Digitally, Hersey has a huge following; her Instagram reaches far more people from all
over the world and serves as her primary platform for reaching her audiences. Her popularity is
evident. As of May 2020, the Instagram page had approximately 116,000 followers (Hersey,
2020). In addition to her Instagram, Hersey also has a personal blog and Twitter account for The
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Nap Ministry. While her physical presence is mostly relegated to Atlanta and her hometown of
Chicago, she reaches followers across the world through her social media presence. In light of
recent events, Hersey’s platform has had a surge in popularity. The surge in popularity alongside
the pandemic is no accident. Clearly, her work is resonating even more so now. In the early
stages of the pandemic, she had 116,00 followers and as of April 11, 2021, she has more than
doubled her following with over 355,000 followers. With all of the stress imposed by the
hegemonic structures that constitute grind culture, such as neoliberalism, individuals are seeking
solace in The Nap Ministry’s message.
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Chapter Two:
Review of Literature
The bootstrapping tenets seen in today’s grind and hustle can be traced back to the birth
of neoliberalism. As such, it is imperative to review the literature on neoliberalism’s inception as
well as the ideology that grounds neoliberal rhetoric. Additionally, while it might seem
ambitious to trace the inner workings of two concepts so innately connected to the human
experience, that is precisely what this review of literature aims to do. The notions of “work” and
“sleep” are essential to this project. Because this prospectus examines the fundamental
ideologies and material events that led to grind culture’s moment in the world today, in this
section, I examine literature pertaining to the worker. As a complimentary antithesis to “work”
and inherent element in Hersey’s work, it is obligatory to discuss “rest” and “sleep” as well. This
section first seeks to survey the academic field for these three concepts. Second, it illuminates
the material and rhetorical construction of productivity discourses. I argue that these concepts
serve as the foundation for the grind culture known today.
Neoliberalism
While grind culture may be a new name, the systems that have spawned logics and
functions of “the grind,” such as neoliberalism, are old concepts. A burgeoning ideology by the
1970s (Harvey, 2005), neoliberalism was built on a firm foundation of economic globalization
that reorganized state programming from local spaces to national contexts. Since that time, this
ideology has maintained its power to control market forces and influence social programs.
Through this power, neoliberal ideology has strategically transformed political, cultural, and
public discourses. Neoliberalism is at once a nuanced and slippery academic and economic
concept to grasp. To fully understand neoliberalism’s dominance, one must inspect its definition,
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origin, and rhetorical strategies. In this section, I review the historical origin of neoliberalism,
outline the literature surrounding its rhetorical functions, as well as illustrate its intersectional
impact on identities. Ultimately, I argue that neoliberal ideology constitutes part of the
foundation for grind culture discourses.
Neoliberalism is an economic and political ideology that supports the predominant role
of market forces throughout society and has been vastly studied by scholars across disciplines.
Springer (2016) states that when we discuss neoliberalism, “we are generally referring to the new
political, economic, and social arrangements within society that emphasize market relations, retasking the role of the state, and individual responsibility” (p. 2). This ideology’s roots have so
permeated institutions, corporations, and governments that neoliberal ideals are present in every
aspect of life—be it economic, political, societal, or even personal—as common sense rather
than an ideology intentionally crafted to absolve the state from responsibility.
Led by Friedrich von Hayek, the founding fathers of neoliberalism were known as the
Mont Pelerin Society and included Milton Friedman, Ludvig von Mises and Karl Popper. The
group’s mission statement read:
The central values of civilization are in danger. Over large stretches of the earth’s surface
the essential conditions of human dignity and freedom have already disappeared. In
others they are under constant menace from the development of current tendencies of
policy. The position of the individual and the voluntary group are progressively
undermined by the extensions of arbitrary power. Even that most precious possession of
the Western Man, freedom of thought and expression, is threatened by the spread of
creeds which, claiming the privilege of tolerance when in the possession of a minority,
seek only to establish a position of power in which they can suppress and obliterate all
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views but their own. The group holds that these developments have been fostered by the
growth of a view of history which denies all absolute moral standards and by the growth
of theories which question the desirability of the rule of law. It holds further that they
have been fostered by a decline in belief of private property and the competitive market;
for without the diffused power and initiative associated with these institutions it is
difficult to imagine a society in which freedom can effectively be preserved. (Harvey,
2005, p. 20)
The Mont Pelerin Society saw an opportunity to win over the public who had been manipulated
by Keynesian and Marxist policies. These men believed that a capitalist market would provide a
better life for the populous and, as a result, freedom would be preserved. Eventually, those in
power would heed their warning.
According to neoliberal theory, humanity is best served by “liberating individual
entrepreneurial freedoms” through means such as lower business tax rates and labor market
flexibility, within an “institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights,
free markets, and free trade” (Harvey, 2005, p. 2). The push in this direction was strategic. As
Harvey (2005) explains, the Mont Pelerin Society perceived individual freedom to be the center
to American life in order to connect to the public’s core values. This concept upheld traditional
American values, while simultaneously using fear appeals to urge the country to further distance
itself from fascism, totalitarianism, communism, and an overreaching state (Harvey, 2005).
Ultimately, however, neoliberalism was engineered intentionally and knowingly to benefit those
in power who own the means of production.
Supporters of neoliberalism proclaim economic freedom by rhetorically touting
unregulated, “free-market” capitalism; however, more often than not, neoliberal policies and
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praxis directly benefit the wealthy elite by distributing more power to the upperclass. According
to Hickel (2016), neoliberalism justifies deregulation of the market as it “promises to bring about
a purer form of democracy, unsullied by the tyranny of the state” (p. 142). But, in actuality, as
Hickel (2016) points out, neoliberalism actually threatens democracy and freedom as it has been
stripping voters’ control of their government for the past 40 years. Springer, Birch and
MacLeavy (2016) explain that, as of now, neoliberalism mostly possesses less than favorable
connotations. Essentially, neoliberalism has developed into a term that summates the wide range
of market-oriented policies as solely responsible for a vast majority of economic, political, and
social problems. While there is undoubtedly some truth to this statement, neoliberalism, as a
concept, warrants much more attention to fully understand its breadth and negative implications.
To discern neoliberalism’s nuance, it is helpful to trace the social, political, and economic
origins of the movement. Brown (2015) refers to this shift towards neoliberal ideologies as “a
dark chapter in a steady march toward end times” and reasons that it began as a “economic and
political reaction against Keynesianism and democratic socialism” (p. 21). Following the Great
Depression, the Keynesian revolution reconfigured the wealth gap that had perpetuated the early
half of the 20th century (Hickel, 2016). Keynesian economic philosophy was created by British
economist John Maynard Keynes after World War II to secure American power, fight
communism, quell class struggles (Harvey, 2005).
From this moment, emerged an era of what Marxist scholar Harvey (2005) calls
“embedded liberalism” or “a form of market capitalism that was embedded in society, devoted to
social welfare, and responsive to democratic processes” (Hickel, 2016, p. 143). Keynesian
policies would regularly intervene in business cycles to secure full employment and livable
wages for their citizens (Harvey, 2005). As a result, the policies inspired by Keynesian
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economics were highly favored and led to increased economic growth and stunted poverty
through its robust policies that provided welfare and higher education for all (Hickel, 2016).
However, market corporations and entrepreneurial endeavors were somewhat constrained by
these political and social programs. Despite reports of overall growth, the system did not benefit
the wealthy elite in the US, Britain, and France who had suffered in the years post war (Hickel,
2016). In the 1970s, liberalism began to fail as capital accumulation crises in many countries
began with rising unemployment and social expenditures (Harvey, 2005). As searches began for
more alternatives, communist and socialist solutions gained popularity across Europe that
threatened the ruling class (Harvey, 2005).
The search was spearheaded by prominent wealthy figures, with support from the US,
who began experiments on neoliberalism, eventually taking it from an obscure theory to a
political revolution. After the 1973 overthrow of Salvador Allende, one of the first of these
experiments was enforced on Chile by Augusto Pinochet (Brown, 2015). A group of Chilean
economists under the direction of Milton Friedman at the University of Chicago (later known as
the Chicago Boys) who were funded by business elites who strove to avoid leftist politics in
Latin America (Harvey, 2005). Conservative lobbying groups like the Heritage Foundation, the
Business Roundtable, and the Cato Institute, quickly latched onto neoliberalism and aimed to
rhetorically connect the ideology with democracy (Hickel, 2016). After Friedman and Hayek
won the Noble Prize in Economics for their work in 1974, wealthy elites seeking to maintain
dominant class power clung to this ideology as they feared the Keynesian revolution would cause
totalitarianism (Hickel, 2016). Harvey (2005) asserts that once neoliberal policies were put into
practice, their damage was evident. By this time, the share of national income was reflective of
pre-Second World War status with the top 1 percent earning 15 percent of the national income
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(Harvey, 2005). Ultimately, Harvey (2005) argues that neoliberalization, in practice, was not a
solution to saving global capital accumulation, but instead a restoration and generation of power
to the upper classes.
The United States and Britain led the world to a political revolution of global
neoliberalism through their key leaders. President Reagan and Prime Minister Thatcher
politicized neoliberal ideals in the 1980s. The Reagan and Thatcher administrations came to
power touting neoliberalism, arguing it would free the public from the state by increasing
individual freedom. Essentially, they and other supporters argued “the market should replace
other institutions because it is both more efficient and liberating” (Springer, Birch & MacLeavy,
2016, p. 4). These influential leaders’ claims even explicitly suggested the market “could and
perhaps even should replace all other institutions (e.g., family, state, community, and society) as
the primary mechanism for producing, promoting, and preserving social order” (Springer, Birch
& MacLeavy, 2016, p. 3). Reagan’s spiral into neoliberalism was largely due to the influence of
Paul Volcker, who was largely unknown before his rise as head of the U.S. Federal Reserve in
1979.
When Ronald Reagan won the U.S. presidency in 1980, it permitted Volcker to abandon
Keynesian policies and head towards neoliberalism in the U.S. no matter what the cost may be
for its citizens (Harvey, 2005). After this, monetary policies changed immensely (Harvey, 2005).
Despite President Carter rolling back some regulation during his administration, Volcker began
to shift U.S. economic policy (Harvey, 2005). Later known as the Volcker shock, Volcker’s plan
manufactured a deep recession that caused unemployment, destroyed unions, and drove up
interest rates in the U.S. (Harvey, 2005). The United States’ economy’s longstanding partnership
with neoliberalism is in many ways thanks to Volcker’s work.
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Across the pond, Margaret Thatcher was elected in May of 1979. Keith Joseph of the
Institute of Economic Affairs encouraged Thatcher to abandon Keynesian policies (Fuchs, 2016;
Harvey, 2005). “Thatcherism” became known as a mix of neoliberalism and neo-conservativism,
as Thatcher distrusted big government, liked traditional values, centered policies on economic
freedom and formed a dependence on the market as the most secure institution for resource
redistribution as well as security for individual choice (Fuchs, 2016). Fuchs (2016) explains that
Thatcherism utilized law and order politics to scapegoat various groups and blame the Left for
economic shortcomings. After Thatcher slashed trade unions, rolled back welfare services, and
privatized public programs, she famously announced, there is “’no such thing as society, only
individual men and women’” (Harvey, 2005, p. 23). In the decades to follow, Thatcher’s
ideological rhetoric would have a lasting global impact.
While scholars often associate neoliberal ideology with these key figures, neoliberal
leaders in countries across the globe continue to hold public offices today. President Donald
Trump followed a long line of politicians who applied economic rules to politics and is quite
literally the penultimate of neoliberal leaders; looking back to his 2016 presidential campaign,
Trump contended that American politics needed a businessman, like himself, to better run the
country. Milanovic (2020) explains Trump’s thought process on politics clearly, stating “Coming
from the private sector, and from its most piracy-oriented segment dealing with the real estate,
gambling and Miss Universe, he rightly thought—supported by the neoliberal ideology—that the
political space is merely an extension of economics” (para. 5). Unlike some of the historical
neoliberal leaders, however, Trump makes no effort to hide the neoliberal ideals compromising
his intentions (Milanovic, 2020). Today, neoliberalism, thanks to Trump and his lack of
awareness for subtleties of political niceties, is no longer concealed by politicians attempting to
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subvert the public into trusting their policies. The Trump administration’s lean towards a
neoliberal state is clear in Trump’s attempts to repeal universal healthcare reforms, tax cuts to the
wealthy, unregulated markets as well as the minimal interference from domestic states in the
national economy (Regilme, 2019).
These actions have only heightened during the COVID-19 pandemic. Milanovic (2020)
contends that Trump’s neoliberal approach has prevented him from developing an empathy
driven response to this crisis. He explains that like any wealthy owner, he does not feel obligated
to show compassion to employees, “but to decide what they should do, and even when the
occasion presents itself, to squeeze them out of their pay, make them work harder or dismiss
them without a benefit” (Milanovic, 2020, para. 8). Regardless, the general public could have
anticipated this lack of compassion and neoliberal tendency. From the beginning, Trump has
unabashedly displayed his neoliberal philosophy toward politics. On a personal level, Trump
refused to separate himself from his private businesses, adamantly refused to disclose his tax
returns, and openly flaunted his belief that wealthy elites should hold positions in government
(Regilme, 2019). Undeniably, the likes of Donald Trump has emerged into a political landscape
already immersed within neoliberal ideology thanks to Thatcher and Reagan. However, Trump
and his administration seem to have been inspired by their motives leading us to feel as if we are
reliving their era. By the time Trump took office, neoliberal thought had seeped into the public
consciousness in a myriad of ways.
Neoliberal Rhetoric
Since its inception, neoliberalism has been hard to pin down. The meaning, its function,
and implications are consistently in flux and subject to debate. Neoliberalism is an ideology but,
as Brown (2015) points out, it is also an “economic policy, a modality of governance, and an
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order of reason” and is “at once a global phenomenon, yet inconstant, differentiated,
unsystematic, impure” (p. 20). Neoliberalism is omnipresent and everchanging throughout space
and time Chaput (2010) argues rhetoric is “continuously moving through and connecting
different instantiations within” neoliberalism (p. 6). Flew (2012) argued that neoliberalism
mandates everyday activities through a way of moving through life aware of subtle mechanics
rooted in the power structure of economic competition. Because of this pervasive nature, Chaput
(2010) asserts that neoliberalism has important consequences for rhetoricians attempting to
understand how individuals operate in a neoliberal landscape. Furthermore, rhetoric within
neoliberalism should be viewed as transhistorical and transsituational (Chaput, 2010, p. 6).
Springer (2012) explains the unique and ubiquitous ways neoliberalism has been examined and
conceptualized over the years—from studying citizenship to sexuality to discourse. Scholars are
increasingly paying attention to neoliberalism; consequently, it is vital to inspect some of the
rhetorical ways neoliberalism manifests and functions. This section unpacks some of that work.
The rhetoric of neoliberalism spawns cultural ideals of individuality, agency, and capital.
Neoliberal rhetoric says an individual must pull themselves up by their bootstraps, and if they
fail, it is their own individual failing. It washes the government and economy’s hands clean of
any responsibility. Neoliberal discourses are commonly characterized by “shielding the
responsibility of society over the individual destinies and transferring this burden to each one”
(de Castro, 2015, p. 278). Neoliberalism rationalizes and glamorizes this perspective of
individuality by providing the individual with some freedom for their own benefit.
This model does not come without consequences. In this view of individuality, the
burden of financial failure or any other social problem comes at the cost of the individual. As de
Castro (2015) explains unemployment is not viewed as a fault of capitalism, “or even as a
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cyclical problem caused by recessive economic policies, but as a presumed personal deficit of
someone who is not adequately prepared to deal with the existing circumstances in the labor
market” (pp. 278). Neoliberalists attempt to spin this feature in a favorable light by accentuating
a level of responsibility as agency, or “freedom.” Unfortunately, while individuals are free to be
on their own, they are also free to fail on their own without any support from social programs.
The economic insecurity from this neoliberal view allows Americans to be free to make their
own choices, but any failing they have is theirs alone—simply put, they are free to lose (Hacker,
2006).
The agency spawned by neoliberal discourse rhetorically functions to encourage
individuals to drive themselves to succeed. Asen (2018) explains, “neoliberal models of publics
assert a view of the subject as an atomistic individual motivated by their own self interest” (p.
173). This view gave individuals in a neoliberal society a level of agency where action was
decided subjectively among individuals with shared interests without intervention from the
government. de Castro (2015) explains that neoliberal rhetoric seems to celebrate this role of the
consumer and the power implied in their ability to choose. He states, “the consumer ostensibly
takes precedence over the worker and the citizen as the hegemonic model of subjectivity” (de
Castro, 2015, p. 275). While it may appear that the individual consumer has hegemonic
autonomy, as de Castro (2015) points out, “The multiplication of data to guide us in every
decision, moreover, indicates the extreme complexity of choices in every detail of life, an
intensive resort to calculation that goes against the values of chance, spontaneity and intuition.”
(p. 283). The agency implied in neoliberal discourse tells individuals that, if they work hard
enough, they are able to overcome, even if they need to overcome systemic oppression. Scholars
continue to study how discrimination, such as racism and sexism further problematize this belief
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and how “different degrees of obstacles for different actors, challenging the agency of even the
most determined actor” (Asen, 2018, p. 174). As such, individuals have the ability to position
themselves as agents actively participating in public life and navigating their future.
Many rhetorical scholars contend that neoliberalism makes humans into entrepreneurial
beings, or “little capitalists” as Brown (2015) calls them. Asen (2017) illuminates how
neoliberalism functions as a sort of human capital: “Neoliberalism also carries a human
dimension that reconstitutes subjects as self-sufficient capitalists...who compete to enhance their
financial value and attract investors” (p. 2). While this level of individuality provides agency and
freedom for American workers, it also can lead to great loss. The cost of losing it all comes from
the fact that Americans’ whole livelihood is connected to their worth; in other words, they
themselves are the capital. Amidst the economic insecurity for average American workers, Harris
(2017) refers to this notion as “human capital.” As Brown (2015) states, “neoliberalism
transmogrifies every human domain and endeavor, along with humans themselves” (p. 10).
Many scholars derive this notion of human capital from the fact that we have begun to think of
ourselves economically and are inspired by Foucault’s concept of homo economicus or rather
‘entrepreneur of the self.’ Under neoliberalism, the work individuals do is considered human
capital and they are paid with a salary that is determined by their skills and the value of their
skills’ quality (de Castro, 2015). From the perspective of human capital, every realm of human
life is utilized to better sell themselves as a product. This notion has specific consequences to
certain identities.
Identity Under Neoliberalism
Identity manifests in distinct ways in a world shaped by neoliberal ideology. Because of
this, some identities have more privileges and advantages to succeed, while others struggle
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simply as a result of who they are. Specifically, two intersections of identity that are impacted by
this effect of neoliberalism are race and gender. It is essential to acknowledge the ways in which
neoliberalism is inherently raced and gendered as well as how it actively reproduces racialized
and gendered outcomes (Roberts & Mahtani, 2010). Afterall, race, racism, and sexism are
historically embedded within neoliberalism. Moreover, it is important to recognize that these
entities do not exist as mutually exclusive of one another. For example, often, racism and racial
discrimination that results from neoliberal policies and ideas are categorized as a separate entity
(Roberts & Mahtani, 2010), when in reality, the two are inextricably linked.
Ultimately, neoliberalism is built upon racial disparities and when “little is said about the
ways in which neoliberalism modifies the way race is experienced or understood in society,” it
continues to perpetuate racialized outcomes (Roberts & Mahtani, 2010, p. 250). This absence is
intentional and rhetorically functions to distract from systemic issues. Neoliberalism claims to
act with the belief that all market actors are treated the same. Asen (2017) declares, “differences
of race, gender, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation, and more presumably play no role in the
behavior of market actors and their successes and failures” thus rendering inequality “invisible”
(p. 3). In fact, Asen (2018) explains that neoliberal publics emphasize the notion that we inhabit
a post-racial society that ignores the implications of identity and asserts that one is capable of
conquering the system regardless of their identities. He contends, “In this context, efforts to
articulate the dynamics of racism—or even to discuss race—themselves become practices of
racism” (Asen, 2018, p. 174). Neoliberal ideology in practice is strategically blind to identity to
work in neoliberalism’s favor.
This ideology is inherently racialized as it ignores the fundamentals of structural,
systematic racism; neoliberalism claims your success is simply based upon your output,
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regardless of who you are. This argument fails to consider the ramification caused by years and
years of organized, structural discrimination. Roberts & Mahtani (2010) break down this issue
clearly: “Modalities of difference, such as race, do not predetermine one’s success as each
individual is evaluated solely in terms of his or her economic contribution to society. What
becomes clear is that this ideal relationship is not equally realized by all members in society” (p.
253). Yet, this ideology appeals directly to marginalized communities. Peck (2002) states,
“discourses of neoliberalism have proved to be so compelling because, in representing the world
of market rules as a state of nature, their prescriptions have a self-actualizing quality” (p. 382).
The neoliberal discourses are attractive due to their seemingly achievable design.
Herein lies the problem with neoliberalism. In a neoliberal society, you are told that if
you play by the rules of the game, you will win. However, in a neoliberal society, your identity
as worker is distinctly separated from any other identities you may hold. As a result, any claims
of inequality based on your identity go unheard. Davis (2007) explains how this becomes a larger
problem in simpler terms: “any impediments to success are attributed to personal flaws. This
attribution affirms notions of neutrality and silences claims of racializing and racism (p. 350).
Consequently, neoliberalism renders racism invisible by “camouflaging practices anchored in an
apparent meritocracy, making possible a utopic vision of society that is non-racialized” (Roberts
& Mahtani, 2010, p. 253). This creates a plethora of problems resulting in injustice towards
racialized communities. Due to the nature of neoliberal policy, claims of injustice may never be
heard as neoliberalism can “force the hand of apparent race-blindness by insisting that race does
not play an important role” (Roberts & Mahtani, 2010, p. 254). This strategy leads to irrevocable
damage to marginalized communities who often already enter the market from a vulnerable
position.
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In a similar manner, neoliberal ideology has appropriated discourses of individualism and
agency to discredit women’s claims of inequality. Scholars and feminist activists assert that
neoliberal ideals have co-opted feminist criticism of gender roles as “romanticizing ‘female
advancement and social justice’ while undermining the structures necessary for these
achievements (Asen, 2018, p. 174). Cornwall, Gideon & Wilson (2008) explain how the logics
of neoliberalism have damaged the feminist movement by appropriating words such as “agency”
and “empowerment.” These appropriations remove the political weight of these words, discredit
their movement’s intent, as well as bar any discussions of power and or structural institutions
completely (Cornwall, Gideon & Wilson, 2008). In the tangible sense, neoliberal co-opts of
“empowerment” for women also transforms notions of “money” in the form of “microcredit
loans, conditional cash transfers, enhanced access to markets and livelihood assets – the magic
bullet, as if that were somehow enough to effect wholesale transformations in women’s lives”
(Cornwall, Gideon & Wilson, 2008, p. 4). Neoliberal discourse diverts the realities of structural
problems by pushing rhetorical narratives that emphasize a system in which individuals can
attain their goals if they just work hard enough. Additionally, the gendered roles of responsibility
and labor are problematized by neoliberalism. These roles often serve as site of gendered
inequality and render women as more useful neoliberal subjects (Wilson, 2011). Wilson (2011)
points out these inequalities as “the assumption that children are solely the responsibility of
women, the acute scarcity of time not spent working, the notions of respectability and
reputation...and the ubiquitous threat of violence” are all utilized to assert power over women, all
of which neoliberalism ignores (p. 318). Neoliberalism’s disregard for identity has become
deeply problematic since its global rollout. To study neoliberal’s impact on the nature of work
today, we must build a base for our historical and cultural understanding of work and the worker.
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The Worker
“Work” is a tricky subject to delineate in academia due to the various forms of labor that
exist. “Rest” is an even further complicated concept. Difficult to study rhetorically, these ideas
are perplexing to scholars as labor can potentially be tangible or intangible, paid or unpaid, and
seen or unseen. Because of this ambiguous nature, scholarly attention and debate often centers
“work.” Academic conversations about work consist of an awareness that our capitalist society is
changing and document the corporeality of the growing knowledge economy. Scholars continue
to search for clear, rhetorical understandings of “work” and “labor.” In this section, I take both a
rhetorical and material approach to the literature surrounding “work.” While attuning to
rhetorical elements of the worker, material understandings of the history of work can further
elucidate our rhetorical framing of labor.
Though scholars predicted the understanding and functionality of the American worker
would have shifted with the rise in technology—it didn’t—it merely evolved into a different kind
of “always on.” Prior to COVID-19 and increasingly so today, our economy is dominated by
globalization, stagnant wages, and a depleted workforce. As such, workers often feel they have
to be “always on” wherein their job becomes their life and their life becomes their job. It is
important to note that this way of living is not entirely unfamiliar. Work was originally essential
to the sustaining of human life and holistic in its approach to life. Individuals lived where they
worked and worked in their homes and on their homesteads. Then, market revolutions
originating in the 18th century began the separation between work and home. Davies and Frink
(2014) trace the market shifts that redefined work over the past two centuries in America. Today,
work has blended into the realm of life again, but not due to convenience. Instead, as I will
outline, the work/life integration has been sold also as a means of survival for the lower and
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middle classes. In this section, I begin where most rhetorical studies begin—with ancient Greece
and the history of labor with a specific focus on enslaved labor. I then move to a discussion of
early Christian’s conception of work, pre-market revolution work, market revolution work,
industrial revolution work, post World War II, all the way to today.
At the origin of Western civilization, the Greeks viewed the idea of “work” as a curse and
didn’t hide their disdain for it; the word for “work” comes from the Greek word for “sorrow”
(Yankelovich, 1974). In fact, they believed work negatively controlled and manipulated the
worker, “chaining him to the will of others, corrupting the soul, and robbing him precisely of that
independence so highly valued by ancient Greek civilization” (Yankelovich, 1974, p. 20). This
perspective of work is especially critical given that ancient Greeks had enslaved people to labor
for them. Aristotle, an enslaver himself, believed that the daily life of an enslaved person should
only consist of work, feeding, and chastisement, or severe disciplining (Armstrong, 1935).
Aristotle and other ancient Greeks’ depiction of enslaved people laboring constituted enslaved
bodies as domestic animals and property (Armstrong, 1935).
As time progressed, it was Black bodies that were rhetorically constructed as chattel and
utilized as such during the Transatlantic Slave Trade (Brown Douglas, 2015). The enslaved
laborer’s daily life was surveilled and regimented to maximize production in the American
Antebellum South. An enslaver in Texas detailed their governing of their 6,000 enslaved laborers
with a timetable for efficiency (Browne, 2015). Browne (2015) states, “the timetable, then, was a
means of regimenting enslaved labor through repetition where there was an attempt to account
for every moment of enslaved life” (p. 51). Brown Douglas (2015) explains how America’s
narrative of Anglo-Saxon exceptionalism built a super-ordination of white bodies, it also reified
a subordination of Black bodies. It was St. Thomas Aquinas’s natural law doctrine that
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constructed a notion of the guilty Black body to justify their forced labor (Brown Douglas,
2015). Enslaved labor was highly valued in economic pursuits in civilized societies, however,
labor from free individuals also had a nuanced, though consensual, relationship with work.
It was the early Christians who saw work as a useful tool to sustain the body’s health and
abstain from impure thoughts (Yakelovich, 1974). Yankelovich (1974) explains that, unlike the
Greeks, Christians “conceived of work as a defense against despair rather than as the expression
of despair itself” (p. 21). Indeed, it was Aquinas who first made the connection between work,
profit, and property ownership (Yankelovich, 1974). Prior to Aquinas’s creation of “just price”
or “the monetary reward for work that enabled a man and his family to scratch out a livelihood”,
individuals only worked to the point that they could support the initial needs of themselves and
their family (Yankelovich, 1974, p. 21).
During this time before the market revolution, men and women worked together to
support their family by tending to their land and producing to make ends meet. In the premarket
era, the concepts of work and home were not separate entities of life (Davies & Frink, 2014). As
most work took place in the general homestead, men and women’s work were viewed as having
equal value (Davies & Frink, 2014). Davies and Frink (2014) explain that “women’s labor—
including tasks such as cooking, child care, raising chickens, churning butter, caring for
boarders, spinning cloth, and cleaning—was viewed as legitimate work that supported the
household’s larger economic operation” (p. 21-22). Their economic contribution was typically
done in the home by the man and the woman supported the house by doing care work.
This somewhat egalitarian division of work began to shift during the market revolution.
While the world had previously centered work as a means of sustenance, the market revolution in
the late 18th century began to construct work as a way to maximize productivity (Laurie, 1989).
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This moment in the United States was shaped by expanding modes of transportation which
“dramatically cut the cost of transporting goods to market, creating new trade opportunities for
inland farmers and artisans” as well as supported the emergence of the middle class (Davies &
Frink, 2014, p. 20). The middle class began to conceptualize the ideas that work and home were
exclusive, gendered realms (Davies & Frink, 2014). As work began to leave the private spheres,
how work functioned began to change entirely.
In the mid 1800s, the Industrial Revolution boomed through the United States with new
technologies as well as factory systems. This furthered the separation between work and home.
Under this structure, employers created new systems to monitor and measure employee’s
productivity throughout the workday (Jones, 2000). Davies and Frink (2014) illustrate this
moment and focus on controlling time: “At the factory, the workday was no longer timed by the
sun but instead by bells and whistles that clearly marked the start and stop of each shift. The steel
industry, for example, ran round-the-clock, on two 12-hr shifts, clearly demarcating home time
from work time” (p. 24). During this time, Frederick Taylor’s scientific management in the
1880s emerged as another tool to monitor productivity and maximize worker’s output. His
researchers broke down systems of production into smaller tasks and timed them down to a
science (Davies & Frink, 2014; Jones, 2000). In doing so, Taylor’s research team “eliminated
wasted human motion by identifying the exact movements required to complete work tasks,
encouraging workers to perform like the efficient machines around them.” (Davies & Frink,
2014, p. 25). In this way, workers functioned like little cogs in the greater machine and became
devalued.
As a response to these changes, workers unionized and demanded 8 hours for work, 8
hours for rest, and 8 for what they will (Krause, 1992). Despite their efforts, the fight for
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worker’s rights in the 1880s did little to humanize the worker. Their argument to work only 40
hours a week helped reclaim some of their time, but not by much. For their employers, this shift
called for an even greater urgency to make workers maximize the hours they did work to produce
more for the organization (Davis, 2000; Davies & Frink, 2014; Jones, 2000; Krause, 1992). The
scientific management popularized in the Industrial Revolution carried over into the 20th
century. At first, scientific management’s teachings functioned as a way to set the standards for
productivity by timing office tasks (Davies & Frink, 2014; Jones, 2000). In this system, the
fastest record for production output became the standard expectation for all workers’ outputs.
This “Taylorist cog-in-the-machine approach” was adjusted post-World War I to better fit the
nature of white-collar workers (Davis, 2000; Davies & Frink, 2014, p. 25). In this era, “New
managerial theories refocused the approach to efficiency by exploring how an employee’s
positive work experiences increased productivity” (Davies & Frink, 2014, p. 25). This, along
with rising ideologies associating morality and work, led to organizations creating the culture
that shaped the ideal worker image.
Since early Christianity and into the 20th century, the meaning of work was influenced
by connotations of morality and religious ideologies. The Protestant tradition inspired the
modern work ethic in American we know today. Yankelovich (1974) states,
“Protestantism...invest[ed] work with the moral meanings we associate with the American work
ethic” (p. 21). Originally, Martin Luther destroyed the distinction once separating work and
service to God; in his view, work was a way to serve God (Yankelovich, 1974). Yankelovich
(1974) explains that “because work is ‘God’s work’ all men rich or poor must work, and work
unceasingly” (p. 21). This action linked virtuosity with work ethic, an association that had not
existed before. Those who worked hard and were successful were seen as having the utmost
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moral character. Over time, these ideologies have morphed into an expectation of how we
internalize that notion in contemporary culture. Yankelovich (1974) reminds us that “a man’s
inherent worth is reflected in the act of working. To work hard at something and to do it well: a
person can feel good about himself if he keeps faith with this precept” (p. 22). This meaning of
work was often exploited in American ideology to further demarcate the characteristics that
create the modern worker’s identity.
Individuals in the contemporary workforce are expected to uphold a vision of the ideal
worker; someone who is devoted to their jobs and place it above all else, including their family
(Reid, 2015). This notion of the ideal worker is a rhetorical image of the perfect American
laborer and grew out of the Fordist era. One who fits the model of the ideal worker prioritizes
work above family time, has uninterrupted work time, has an unwavering devotion to their work,
and upholds and exemplifies the organization’s values (Acker, 1990; Davies & Frink, 2014;
Perlow, 1998; Reid, 2015). Reid (2015) states that “these expectations are personified in the
ideal worker image: a definition of the most desirable worker as one who is totally committed to,
and always available for, his or her work” (p. 997). Additionally, the ideal worker is capable of
dropping everything and being in the office 24/7/365 if necessary (Perlow, 1998). Clearly, it is
important to mention that the ideal worker has a gendered history predicated by gender roles
relegating women to home-making and men to breadwinning (Sallee, 2012). Woman were
unable to meet these ideal worker expectations due to their societal expectations and
responsibilities as mothers (Sallee, 2012).
Ultimately, the image of this worker is materially and discursively constructed by the
structure of the organization creating a “society-level macro-discourse prescribing the ideal
worker, an employee whose personal interests are subsumed by the organization.” (Meisenbach
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& Feldner, 2019, p. 407). The “ideal worker” is utilized by organizational rhetoric to reflect and
reify the organization’s values (Meisenbach & Feldner, 2019). These values best serve the
company and privilege the company over the worker. In such jobs, pressures to be ideal workers
are often embedded in the very design of work, which routinely spills into evenings and
weekends (Moen et al. 2013; Perlow 1998). This problem has only been exacerbated by the rise
of technology expanding to include mobile working abilities.
Since the 1970s, work has only further evolved to place this ideal worker rhetoric on a
higher pedestal. These changes, undoubtedly linked to the global economy’s outsourcing and
automating of jobs, building of production chains abroad, along with neoliberal policies, had
drastically altered our financial sector and rolled back labor protections (Neely, 2020). As a
result of this shift, work only became more precarious leading to job polarization and further
economic inequality (Neely, 2020). These material changes, in part with the growing control
neoliberalism began to have over a range of institutions, are responsible for manufacturing new
way to view and justify depictions of a successful, diligent worker. Because of this, workers
from this era on, began to understand “employment insecurity as inevitable” and view
themselves as “autonomous, independent actors” who “must build networks, take risks, and be
dedicated” (Neely, 2020, p. 275). Neely (2020) notes that this perception only places more
burdens on the worker and their families as they struggle to keep precarity at bay. Neely (2020)
explains that “work transformation has left workers responsible for advancement, selfmanagement, and development, with unequal impacts for workers” (p. 275). Given the
technological advancements that have compounded this era to the present, it is clear to see how
our conception of workers have evolved in this way.
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Due to the rise of technology, the definition of the worker has shifted to include how
these advancements affect when, where, and how much work can be done. Gregg (2018) states,
“in today’s distributed work worlds, mobile devices turn any location into a potential workplace”
(p. 10). Work can now exist anywhere and at any time which, in turn, stretches the expectations
of what the American worker can achieve. Moreover, Neely (2020) explains: “wireless internet
and smartphones require workers to be tethered to the job, work beyond the traditional workday,
and respond on demand to colleagues and clients” thereby putting more strain on the American
worker (p. 275). Petersen (2020) calls this phenomenon “constant reachability”--a state in which
workers, due to smartphones, are always available and at the ready to be literally called on by
their employer. While scholars predicted we would be working less hours due to the rise of
technology, Crary (2013) explains that we are just producing more in those hours for the same
amount of money. Just as Taylor’s scientific management searched for solutions to maximize
human workers’ output, scientists have begun experimenting with ways individuals could go
without sleep and still be productive in order to improve efficiency and save time (Crary, 2013).
Worker lives in precarity
The scale of technological advancements has left workers in a state of precarity unlike
any before. Neely (2020) refers to this as “insecurity culture.” Means (2015) states,
“transformations in the global division of labor and the organization of production and work
have diminished the job prospects and driven down the real wages of young workers,
contributing to deepening generational ‘precarity’ across many parts of the world” (p. 2). In this
new economy, we position the worker in a space that is subject to change; their next job could
come from an array of options and from where is not always known. Precarity means several
things for millennials in particular. Harris (2017) breaks it down simply:
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Precarity means jobs are less secure, based on at-will rather than fixed-duration
contracts; it means unreliable hours and the breakdown between workday and the
rest of an employee’s time; it means taking on the intense responsibility of ‘good’
jobs alongside the shoddy compensation and lack of respect that come with ‘bad’
jobs; it means workers are doing more with less, and employers getting more for
less. (p. 82)
These circumstances are completely beyond most workers’ control. Means (2015) explains,
“labor market conditions such as relative levels of employment are largely produced externally
to educational systems through the market, property, and power relations immanent to capitalist
societies (p. 2). The precarious condition has generated various strategies to cope with this
dilemma; essentially, to combat this, workers optimize.
Worker must optimize
The precarious state of the economy has cultivated “grind culture” which is rooted in
tendencies to optimize in all aspects of life. The grind culture of today, while still driven by
capitalistic ideals, encourages constant productivity with increased output. To do so, individuals
have to optimize their time and productivity to deliver results that make them more marketable.
In this culture, all parts of life are viewed as labor that can be utilized and will therefore
encourages workers to exploit every possible moment; even “free time” should be monetized.
This line of thinking Odell (2019) posits comes from how we view life as “atomized and
optimizable” where “those components that are seen as ‘not useful’ and which cannot be
appropriated...are the first to go” (p. xviii). Crary (2013) explains this new model of normativity
simply: “There are now very few significant interludes of human existence that have not been
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penetrated and taken over as work time, consumption time, or marketing time” (p. 15). This
reality for the worker then becomes shaped by the parts of life that can be monetized.
Worker must have side hustle
To survive precarity, the worker must optimize all moments of their life. One of the ways
in which workers do so is by creating side hustles, or extra paid gigs or endeavors. Hustling is a
cultural economic practice where workers create a side job outside of their primary job to
supplement their income (Conway, 2019; Thieme, 2018). This has become normalized as a
regular function of the American worker in our modern economy. Due to the precarious nature of
the global economy, the rhetoric of the ideal worker is now considered to be that of one who
hustles. Hustling is also conceptualized as making oneself hyper-visible to all potential
employers (Carter, 2016). Thieme (2018) explains how in different parts of the world, hustling is
viewed as “uncertainty and precarious labor markets (including informal economies) as either
pathologies of despair and deviance to be fixed, or as enhanced flexibility and innovation.” (p.
530). Essentially, hustling, also known as “grinding,” means different things depending on one’s
financial status in the economy.
Side hustles can look like anything from “Instagrammers making hundreds per post after
a YouTube stint launched their career to humble pop-up burger stands landing joints in every
city” but the success stories certainly do not eclipse the many other millennials striving to do the
same (Bishop, 2018, para. 2). Some hustlers sell their used clothes on Poshmark, make crafts or
knit sweaters in their free time to sell, freelance their writing skills to advertisers in their
shrinking spare time, or scavenge Goodwill to resell vintage finds online. Money-making
schemes can be discovered with a quick Google search and via apps that serve as task-managers
for hire, such as DoorDash, UberEats, TaskRabbit, and Lyft. However, as Bishop (2018) states,
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“Although for some a side-hustle grants a chance to follow their true calling without waving
goodbye to a regular paycheque...for others it merely patches over cracks in a creaking
economy” (para. 7). Scholars are divided on the impact and opportunity of hustling.
For some workers, hustling is a way to offset their precarious feelings of insecurity and
anxiety. For others, it is a means of surviving their way through a weak economic system. For
the latter group, hustling is “a way to navigate precarious urban environments beyond the (rule
governed) ‘paid job’ and advance their own (sometimes individual, sometimes shared) interests
against the odds” (Thieme, 2018, p. 529). In this way, if companies or the government will not
help individuals enough, they will take it into their own hands to create side hustles to support
themselves (Spence, 2015). Hustling in the global perspective, can be seen as a stasis where
uncertainty and crises are normalized. Thieme (2018) states, “the hustle economy is a localized
but globally resonant condition of contemporary urbanism, coupling generative possibilities that
emerge from everyday experiences of uncertainty and management of insecurities associated
with ‘life work’ outside the bounds of normative social institutions.” (p. 528). Unfortunately, as
Thieme (2018) explains, this nature of hustling that “both normalizes and affirms experiences of
uncertainty” (p. 530). This notion leads to problematic expectations about who a worker must be
and how they should function within their organization and the broader economy.
The hustle and how it manifests varies from person to person. Originally, the hustle was
born out of the need to make ends meet, rather than the typical American knowledge workers’
feelings of precarity. Thieme (2018) states that the hustle has its roots in Kenya: “‘The hustle’ is
advanced as a collective condition of individual insecurity disproportionately distributed
amongst young people navigating uncertainty in irregular employment through prolonged states
of ‘waithood’” (p. 530). The effects of this state is not impacted equally among individual
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workers due to their class and identity. Indeed, the hustle itself is a “site of racial inequality”
according to McMillan Cottom (2020). Hustling looks very different depending on who you are
(McMillan Cottom, 2020). For most white workers, grinding started in college and carried over
into their careers; however, for black workers, the hustle is quite literally a strategy to make ends
meet (Spence, 2015). Many black workers make up the gig economy, where they move like
freelancers but employers treat them like employees (McMillan Cottom, 2020). McMillan
Cottom (2020) points out, “The hustle is especially hard on black women, who bear the brunt of
childcare, elder care and mutual-aid relationships with friends and neighbors” (para. 11). The
justification for this disparity followed the racist and sexist trope that the work of a person of
color or a woman is never done (Dawson, 2013; McMillan Cottom, 2020). This ideology
pervades how and why the hustle is experienced differently by different individuals, but
nonetheless impacts our current outlook of the ideal worker.
Worker glorifies busyness
The side hustles born out of precarity as well as the advancements and connections of
technology to the modern-day worker have grown a culture that encourages “performing” our
work. Ultimately, in today’s economy, if you aren’t constantly busy with projects or side gigs
lined up, you’re most likely viewed as unsuccessful. Workers accordingly feel pressed to
perform their busyness. Petersen (2019) explains that this phenomenon among millennials
specifically spawns a performative nature of productivity—hence the hashtags like
#riseandgrind, #grinddontstop, #stayhustlin, #workhardplayhard (Turith, 2019). Gregg (2018)
states that these “productivity performances” are “characterized by the porousness of work’s
physical and temporal architectures, exacerbated by new technologies and platforms” (p. 2).
Social media feeds become a performative platform of hard work and are ambushed by
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“evidence of the fruits of hard, rewarding labor and the labor itself” (Petersen, 2019). In this
way, hustling and working hard constantly is a way of showing to others that you are succeeding
as a worker. Belleza, Paharia and Keinan (2016) explain how “instead of associating oneself with
scarce resources (e.g., diamonds, cars, or expensive real estate), consumers can signal status by
portraying themselves as a scarce resource through the conspicuous display of busyness and lack
of leisure” (p. 134). By posting about all the many things we are doing, “we show how social
media can be strategically used to signal status by revealing information about one’s level of
busyness” (Belleza, Paharia, & Keinan, 2016, p. 134). Turith (2019) reminds us the mentality of
“rise and grind” is more than the Instagram hashtag shared by young workers, though; its scope
is reaching and its effects are damaging.
Worker is tired
The average American worker today is exhausted and if they aren’t, they aren’t doing
their jobs. The millennial generation has been conditioned throughout their lives to work nonstop
and tirelessly (Petersen, 2019). Whether it be in their career or various side hustles, individuals
are incentivized by the hopes that all of their exhaustion will one day be rewarded by the system.
As Gregg (2018) explains, our current economic system has led millennials to a constant state of
burnout which forces them into a insecure cycle of managing their precarity. Precarity creates a
cycle of working hard till burning out and then starting over again. Because of the normalized
pressure of performing productivity in addition to the tangible economic consequences from
precarity, this cycle can lead to terrible effects. Radocchia (2019) states that “as everyone tries to
outperform each other, it's essentially a race to the bottom—the bottom being burnout, poor
performance and the occasional blinding headache” (para. 5). Burnout is one of the primary
symptoms of grind culture felt strongly among millennials (Petersen, 2019). Maslach (2006)
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describes job burnout as “a psychological syndrome that involves a prolonged response to
chronic interpersonal stressors on the job” (p. 37). Maslach (2006) explains that these symptoms
often manifest as “overwhelming exhaustion, feelings of cynicism and detachment from the job,
and a sense of ineffectiveness and lack of accomplishment” (p. 38). In short, burnt out workers
are extremely tired and can become burnt out by any occupation.
The effects of burnout map differently, however, for privileged people and marginalized
people. Burnout is a familiar feeling for individuals outside of the white, millennial generation. It
isn’t anything new for black people. Clark (2019) ponders in her article on black burnout: “I
wonder if this zeitgeisty phenomenon—this attempt to define ourselves as the spent, frazzled
generation—has become popular because white, upper-middle-class millennials aren’t
accustomed to being tired all the time?” (Clark, 2019, para. 6). After her response to Petersen’s
article, Tiana Clark (2019) said in an interview,
I also feel like for black people, you can call it inherited trauma, inherited
burnout, this cross-generational idea that comes from a long line of tired black
women. Not only are we fighting the endless emails and Slack notifications, but
we're also trying to prove our humanity inside and outside of the workplace.
(para. 11)
The pressure felt by millennials (Petersen, 2020) is felt at an increased level on black
people, especially black women. These pressures lead to an unfair distribution of how
rest and recovery from endless exhaustion is utilized and in what ways. Historically, who
is able to rest has been a privilege as well as a way to demarcate the strong and the weak.
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Rest and Sleep
The notion of “rest” is hard to pin down. Defining “rest” has historically been a
problematic endeavor, due to its ubiquitous nature. Attempting to understand how it manifests, in
what ways, and who it affects is a challenge in and of itself. Nonetheless, that is precisely what
this section of literature aims to do. Essentially, this section pursues the origin of our
conceptualizing of “sleep” as it pertains to “rest,” as well as the rhetorical and material moments
in history that shifted our perception.
Rest is deeply personal (Callard et al., 2016) and lacks a material, productive output and
is therefore generally devalued; perhaps, that is why it is so rarely studied. Its personal nature
also lends itself to subjectivity; rest for one person might be work for another. Some of us may
be struggling to find rest, while others avoid it. Given this nature, rest is often defined by what it
is not, rather than what it is. As Callard et al. (2016) points out, these are not unreasonable
suppositions. Callard et al. (2016) explains, “rest brings with it serious questions about public
health and wellbeing, about the conditions under which rest, work and activity can be considered
restorative or pathological, for which social groups and at which historical times” (p. 2).
Ultimately, scholars resolve that rest and its various manifestations and definitions are constantly
evolving (Callard et al., 2016; Rechtschaffen, 1998).
There are several indications that sleep is indeed functionally important, and that it
ultimately enhances survival; however, the totality of its functions is still largely uncertain
(Rechtschaffen, 1998). Some scholars are even still skeptical of whether or not sleep is actually a
biological necessity, calling it a trivial function due to its lack of benefits (Rial et al., 2007). Rial
et al.’s (2007) perspective isn’t an anomaly in the field of sleep research; the negative attitude
researchers hold about sleep may be warranted. Rechtschaffen (1998) contends:
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Sleep has persisted in evolution even though it is apparently maladaptive with
respect to other functions. While we sleep we do not procreate, protect or nurture
the young, gather food, earn money, write papers, etc. It is against the logic of
natural selection to sacrifice such important activities unless sleep serves equally
or more important functions. (p. 359)
Despite these critical views on sleep’s benefits, philosophers and critics did not offer
much theorizing in regards to rest.
Greeks were mostly disinterested in sleep, unless it pertained to dreaming. Their
particular fascination with dreams concerned their meaning, particularly in regards to how the
soul would move through this life and the next. However, this temporal space mostly befuddled
philosophers. Wohl (2020) states that “sleep confuses the defining Greek binaries of life and
death, mortal and immortal” (p. 126). Moreover, Wohl (2020) posits that sleep lives in a
“philosophical blindspot” where philosopher’s are unsure of how to interpret its meaning unless
one is dreaming. Philosophers of antiquity as well as modern scholars have written at length in
regards to dreams, but virtually nothing specifically about sleep (Wohl, 2020). For many
philosophers, sleep is unhelpful, or more simply put—“Nothing happens. Sleep has nothing to
say to us, and there seems to be nothing we can say about it. While dreams are, with some
translation, accessible to our conscious minds, sleep remains radically opaque to waking life.”
(Wohl, 2020, p. 127). Philosophers realized they had to take a different approach.
In hopes of understanding sleep’s purpose and functions, Aristotle examined sleeping in
comparison to waking. He believed that they were affections of the same subject. He essentially
sees sleeping and waking as two sides of the same coin. We are unable to be sleeping all of the
time in the same way we are unable to be active all of the time. Aristotle explained tiring into
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sleep like so: “For all things that have a natural function must, whenever they exceed the time for
which they can do a certain thing, lose their capacity and cease from doing it, e.g. the eyes from
seeing.” (Gallop, 1996, p. 61). Aristotle was one of the few philosophers who believed sleeping
served a valid purpose; moreover, he believed that sleep is natural and necessary in order for the
animal body to function (Gallop, 1996). Essentially, Aristotle said sleep was “an immobilization
or ‘fettering’ of perception; whereas its liberation or release is waking” (Gallop, 1996, p. 63).
Sleep was merely a lapse in perception, or in Aristotle’s words, “sleep is not the incapacitation of
this or that special sense, but the disabling of the primary sense-organ” (Gallop, 1996, p. 65).
Sleep occurs when we are incapacitated by not just any senses, but all of the senses.
Aristotle also articulated a necessity for sleep. He stated, “sleep occurs for the sake of
preserving the animal, by enabling it to exercise its capacities for perception and thought. If the
animal is to exist as such, sleep is necessary for it to do so” (Gallop, 1996, p. 67). Aristotle
theorized a myriad of reasons for why the body must sleep. Some of these beliefs included: the
idea that sleeping was brought upon after eating and that we awoke when our bodies were done
digesting our food, or that sleeping was a way to cool the body down after the activity of the day.
Aristotle also believed those with small veins and big heads are more prone to sleeping. While he
never landed on a certain answer, he maintained that the act of sleeping was vital and necessary.
He just didn’t know why.
In early civilizations, time and the ways in which it was spent was dictated by a more
natural perspective. Basically, how people shaped their day in regards to their work and sleep
was determined by the sun. Work had to happen during daylight hours, therefore one never went
to bed while the sun was up. Every ounce of daylight had to be utilized (Ekirch, 2016). Due to
the dependence on natural light to accomplish anything, individuals scheduled their day, and
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ultimately their sleep around this fact. As a result, people slept quite differently than we do
today. Ekrich (2016) explains how, prior to the Industrial Revolution, sleep practices often
worked in biphasic cycles. Individuals went to bed a little after the sun went down and woke up
in the middle of the night for a period of an hour or longer and experienced “a phase of quiet
wakefulness in which they did really anything and everything imaginable” (Ekirch, 2016, p.
715). These tasks ranged from completing chores, praying, engaging in intimacy, or just sitting
and contemplating their dreams. Then, people would just go back to sleep for another interval
and awake as the sun came up. Sleep also worked around the sun’s schedule in other ways. The
siesta culture in Latin countries closer to the equator originated by taking midday naps as a way
to avoid the hottest peak of the day.
For enslaved people, sleep was a more complicated issue and of the utmost importance.
Rest was hard to come by, but ultimately, night was reserved for sleep (Smith, 2017). As their
enslavers needed sleep and were unable to surveil them under their watchful eyes, enslaved
people took the time to rest in whatever short time they could at night; unfortunately, they also
were forced to use their only free time to commit to more labor. These tasks included labor and
errands for their enslavers they did not finish during the day, their own chores, as well as
attending to their families and communities (Camp, 2004; Smith, 2017). Night served as
somewhat of an escape for enslaved African people in America; whether that may be actual
attempts to flee plantations or in their attempts to rest (Smith, 2017). Ultimately, as a result of the
night being their only free time, their rest was further compromised. If they were caught falling
asleep during the day, or oversleeping into the next day, however, they could face dire
consequences and punishment (Federal Writers’ Project, 1936).
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As time progressed, some commentaries of thought also attached moral implications to
“sleep.” In the same way, early Christians believed there was a moral obligation to rest as a form
of honoring God. Blacketer (2006) illustrates the Calvinists’ view of the Sabbath and
summarizes how God rested after the creation of the world to set an example to his children. The
Lord’s Day was created as a sort of symbol for spiritual rest where Christians were to “set aside
one day of the week to devote themselves to contemplating God’s mighty works” (Blacketer,
2006, p. 172). Blacketer (2006) points out this practice had social as well as moral implications
as it “allows servants and laborers a weekly respite from their toil” (p. 172). While early
Christians believed that rest was valuable, it was still relegated to one day a week. As most
religious rhetoric implies, too much of a good thing, like rest, can easily become a bad thing. As
seen in the work literature, Christians upheld hard work was a service to their god. Christians
were not to abuse the gift of rest and those who slept “too much” would face spiritual
consequences.
Following Christians’ conceptualizations of rest and its moral ties, a disparaging outlook
on too much rest began to emerge. Thus, the notion of “laziness” emerged in mainstream
discourse. Too much resting, also known as laziness, became known as the antithesis of work.
Greaney (2016) explains how laziness, or “the disinclination to work—is thus implicitly
established as something that we simply can’t afford if we are at all interested in physical or
spiritual survival; it is a vice that will in due course take its place” among the Seven Deadly Sins
(Greaney, 2016, p. 184). Laziness was held in a lowly regard and was believed to be a sort of
gateway sin into more egregious spiritual flaws.
In the medieval era, the word “sloth” originated to refer to early Christians who were
unmotivated and remained in a distracted state known as “acedia.” “Sloth” grew to include all
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individuals who partook in sinful inactivity and idleness, ranging from laziness to falling asleep
(Greaney, 2016). Stories perpetuating this character included a man so lazy that mice nibbled at
his ears all the way into his skull and another man who was so idle could not even remove a
noose from his neck (Greaney, 2016). Greaney (2016) notes how this individual was “too lazy to
recognize imminent and lethal threats to their own wellbeing, slothful people were envisaged in
these examples as a perversely self-punishing bunch whose indolence facilitated its own
gruesome comeuppance” (Greaney, 2016, p. 185). These narratives, rooted in religious doctrine,
featured warnings of punishments to scare sinners out of their lazy habits. On a less scary note,
sloths were utilized in pop culture of the time as comic relief in plays and other performances;
regardless, the sloth’s relation to the ultimate sins further cultivated negative connotations
around rest, sleep, and idleness.
At this point in history, sleep became fully removed from the earlier ideas that sleep was
a necessity to the animal and human body. While some scholars advocated for a sort of
allowance of rest through such essays as the “Right to be Lazy” Manifestos (Greaney, 2016),
many other philosophers at the time grew increasingly dismissive of rest as they saw it as an
obstacle between themselves and their intellectual potential. Indeed, the linguistic connection
between the use of awakening in association to enlightenment is no accident. Crary (2013)
describes how in the mid-nineteenth century, the “relation between sleep and waking began to be
conceptualized in hierarchical models in which sleep was understood as a regression to a lower
and more primitive mode in which supposedly higher and more complex brain activity was
‘inhibited’” (p. 12). Rest became associated with a sort of lack of intellectual discipline.
Philosophers believed that individuals who chose to rest were avoiding looking into their own
minds. Descartes, Hume, and Locke were among the many philosophers who denigrated sleep
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for its lack of benefits in the pursuit of knowledge (Crary, 2013). Ultimately, sleep was
“devalued in the face of a privileging of consciousness and volition, of notions of utility,
objectivity, and self-interested agency” and was “a regrettable if unavoidable interruption of
God's intended priorities for human beings: to be industrious and rational” (Crary, 2013, p. 12).
Although Aristotle theorized that rest was potentially a necessity, he, like many contemporary
philosophers, believed that prioritizing knowledge was a worthy endeavor and sleep only got in
the way of it.
In addition to cultural notions that impacted our outlook on sleep, some material events
afflicted our perception. Ekirch (2016) notes that the “second sleep” phenomenon began to
disappear in the 17th century and was completely removed from our consciousness post
Industrial Revolution. He attributes the shift away from sleep to the emergence of the electric
light. Crary (2013) notes, “the broad deployment of urban street lights by the 1880s had achieved
two goals: it reduced longstanding anxieties about various dangers associated with nocturnal
darkness, and it expanded the time frame and thus the profitability of many economic activities”
(p. 16). Street lighting at night and more lighting in the domestic spaces after nightfall allowed
for more activities. Those activities, such as work, increased, and the amount of time one could
devote to sleeping began to disappear.
While sleep and nighttime had implications surrounding vulnerability and crime at one
time in history, the emergence of streets lit by candles followed by artificial light allowed for a
different conception of the dark night (Koslofsky, 2011). Night was formerly associated with
drunks and prostitutes and gave no social incentive to be out all night (Koslofsky, 2011). But
with the emergence of street lights in cities, Koslofsky (2011) explains that nighttime became
fashionable to the upperclasses which trickled down to the rest of society. Nightime provided
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more time for social hours which led to a dwindling of rest and devalued that sleep as a waste of
time (Koslofsky, 2011). Due to the cultural attunement to efficiency, any reference to “wasted
time” worried individuals (Koslofsky, 2011). The Industrial Revolution only intensified this
predicament (Ekirch, 2016). Due to the long working hours brought upon by the Industrial
Revolution, segmented sleep had to be minimized into one sleep (Ekirch, 2016). There was no
longer time for a leisurely break in between sleeps.
After reviewing the material and discursive elements that constructed our conceptions of
sleep and rest historically, it is clear that cultural ideals devalue a function that is a biological
necessity to live for an array of reasons. In the next chapter, I detail my critical orientation I take
in this thesis. Then, I explain my texts for analysis and the procedures I conduct to analyze them.
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Chapter Three:
Critical Orientation
In this section, I outline the key concepts that are essential to understand the theoretical
orientation I take in this project. I first explicate critical rhetoric, the primary method for my case
study. To do this, I summarize the method and illustrate how it has been used by other scholars. I
then explain how this orientation is best suited to examine Tricia Hersey’s Nap Ministry. Finally,
I describe the texts I have chosen to examine in my analysis. In short, I argue that a critical
rhetoric approach is imperative to analyze the ways in which The Nap Ministry functions
rhetorically against grind culture.
Critical Rhetoric
The need for a critical rhetoric emerged following a shift in traditional rhetorical
criticism. In the postmodern world, critics felt their work must adapt to understand dominant
ideologies. Having previously served as neutral observers throughout history, critics saw a need
to evolve from the objective, disinterested observer to a more subjective, active participant. In
his 1983 essay “The Ideological Turn,” Philip Wander explains that criticism becomes
ideological when a critic identifies the interests of power that are manipulating policies, actions,
and language for their own benefit. Ideological criticism was created by Wander and his peers to
better suit a postmodern world full of catastrophic wars and emerging social movements.
However, regardless of the nature of postmodern life, scholars began to widely believe that it
was essentially “impossible to write ideologically neutral criticism” (Anderson, 1993, p. 248).
The scholar was simply irremovable from the sociopolitical, hegemonic context their criticism
engaged with. Cloud and Gunn (2011) illuminate the postmodern rhetorical scholar’s
predicament: “one cannot not be political in critical scholarship, and to claim that one’s political
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commitments can somehow be bracketed in the critical act is itself, however unwittingly, a
political act” (p. 409). Thus, rhetorical critics began to turn an attentive eye toward the dominant
ideologies facing their time.
Given this shift, rhetorical critics became more concerned with power structures. As
McGee (1990) explains in his historic essay “Text, context, and the fragmentation of
contemporary culture,” ideology is the collective consciousness in society that seeks to control
individual’s thoughts, actions, and words. Ideology often works in hegemonic ways, attempting
to dominate and exploit individuals within that society. Originally, Marx borrowed the term
“ideologue” from French revolutionaries to articulate his thoughts on “the ruling ideas of the
ruling class” (Wander, 1983, p. 1). This connection between discourse and power is a key marker
of ideological criticism, as ideologies are often formed by dominant value systems. Simply put,
the ideology of the majority is the ideology in power. McGee (1990) specifically states that
ideology “in practice is a political language, preserved in rhetorical documents, with the capacity
to dictate decisions and control public belief and behavior” (p. 5). Such ideologies hold the
power to shape and mold reality to perpetuate toxic, hegemonic forces.
Today, Wander’s notion of ideological criticism has grown to include the dismantling of
dominant ideologies. Although traditional rhetorical criticism would aim to discover a more
objective truth, ideological criticism does not adhere to a set of designated steps. While the steps
of ideological criticism are not linear, the intention remains clear. By examining this rhetoric, we
aim to reveal systems of public motives (McGee, 1990). Wander (1984) explains:
Because it is not a ‘method’ of research, but rather indicates the ground on which
research, scholarship, and criticism can be conducted, if one chooses to do so and
if conditions allow for it, ideological criticism joined with rhetorical theory is
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prepared to critique rhetoric legitimizing actions, policies, and silences relevant to
the great issues of our time. (p. 606)
The great issues of our time call for critics to unmask the actions, policies, and silences that
make up dominant ideologies. A critic then illuminates “the emancipatory moment in whatever
tradition, event, or text that is of concern” (Wander, 1983, p. 4). Ideological criticism seeks to
reveal inequities that dominant ideologies had previously established as the norm. In doing so,
the critic offers ways to escape this reality. Furthermore, this type of approach centers unmasking
hegemonic rhetoric in the context of the historical moment it is situated in (Wander, 1983).
Wander (1983) explained that ideological work is more attuned to the making of history than
other traditional approaches to criticism.
Ideological criticism must consciously exist in the sociopolitical context to which it
belongs, just like the critic. Wander (1996) explains the process of rhetorical contextualizing as
“dialoguing about multiple presents/voids relating to speakers, speeches and audiences” (p. 403).
To critique these ideologies, a critic “must be able to step outside the barriers of intent when
assessing the meaning of a body of discourse of a text” (Wander, 1984, p. 619). A critic has to
extend their view beyond simply the discourse itself, but to the greater sociopolitical
environment, thus illuminating the voids. Wander (1984) conceptualizes this idea as the third
persona, or rather an imaginary audience marginalized or negated by the text. The act of negation
illuminates what and who is removed from the discourse; or rather, what is being intentionally
left out and which audiences are being affected or silenced by the ideology. Wander (1983)
articulates his idea of a third persona when he stated that “the partiality of ideas would look to
what is and what is not said in the context of a sociopolitical struggle” (p. 15). For example, in
Discenna’s (2010) critical rhetorical analysis, he identifies the third persona in the Yale Grade
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Strike in the fall of 1995. Graduate student employees at the university withheld final grades for
the courses they taught to bring awareness to their unionizing efforts. Discenna (2010) articulates
the struggle of graduate student labor in our modern corporatization of universities. However,
Discenna (2010) states that the Yale Grade Strike’s discourse left out adjunct faculty and
contingent academics. The discourse surrounding graduate students predicates a competitive
work force with little job opportunity awaiting them, but this reality is no stranger to adjunct
faculty members. Discenna (2010) argues these employees face greater risk for retaliation in
response to unionizing and live with entrenched precarity. As Discenna’s work illustrates,
discovering what is negated allows a critic to understand “the discourse (criticism) about
discourse (rhetoric)” (Wander, 1984, p. 620). By recognizing the absences in a text and
considering the context surrounding it, new meaning is given to the discourse.
Critical rhetoric emerged following the introduction of ideological criticism. It is
similarly concerned with disrupting social order and deconstructing normative power structures.
Coined “critical rhetoric” by Raymie McKerrow, the approach aims to break away from
influence of universalist methodologies of rhetoric and redirect it to a more critical practice.
McKerrow (1989) states that “a critical rhetoric examines the dimensions of domination and
freedom as these are exercised in a relativized world” (p. 91). In McKerrow’s critical rhetoric,
the critic aims to discover the ebb and flow of domination and freedom within rhetorical
situations. Sloop and Ono (1997) believe the critic must seek to understand how the power is
constructed and reveal the construction to their audience, thereby dismantling the discourse’s
power.
John Sloop (2004) outlines three key components for this kind of rhetorical scholarship.
First, critical rhetoric is doxastic. Critical rhetoric is concerned with public arguments and public
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understandings of objects rather than focusing on the knowledge of the essence of objects. Sloop
(2004) examines the example of “sex.” If one believes that sex can be known outside of culture,
critical rhetoric would be concerned with how gender and sexuality function within that culture.
Kearl’s (2018) analysis of a 2014 wrongful birth lawsuit is an example of this type of
scholarship. After receiving sperm from an African American donor and giving birth to a biracial
baby, Jennifer Cramblett claimed wrongful birth against Midwest Sperm Bank, LLC. The
wrongful birth claim was salient seeing that it is a malpractice claim “filed against physicians
who fail to inform expecting parents of congenital diseases or birth defects” (Kearl, 2018, p.
300). Cramblett sought compensation to relocate her family out of their predominantly white
community so she could raise her biracial child among other African-American people. Kearl
(2018) examines how Cramblett’s lawsuit over disability constitutes public arguments about
race, specifically, how “these discourses imply a pathological burden of race and a continuing
public abjection of people with disabilities” (p. 301). Kearl’s (2018) analysis centers doxastic
knowledge, wherein she critiques how Cramblett’s lawsuit positioned the public’s perception of
race as disability.
Due to critical rhetoric’s concern with power, Sloop (2004) sees this form of criticism as
a political practice. Critical rhetoric functions as “an attempt to alter or shift public knowledge by
illustrating how that knowledge has been constructed” (p. 18). For example, an analysis by
Michelle Kelsey Kearl (2015) examines how Proposition 8, California’s version of the Defense
of Marriage Act, constructs campaigns that draw an analogy between the fight for marriage
equality and the Civil Rights Movement. Her essay argues that the analogy evades difference
between African Americans and queer people, averts more nuanced understandings of
marginalization, and renders visible the strains between communities of people of color and
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LGBTQ+ people (Kearl, 2015). Kearl (2015) also states how these discourses, while seemingly
progressive, further relegate queer people of color to the margins of the queer community.
Kearl’s (2015) analysis works against the public’s previous perception of marginalized identities
by casting light upon their rhetorical construction and juxtaposing it with a more intersectional
approach. Her work coincides with Sloop’s notion of political practice. Dow (1996) posits,
critical rhetoric “is not about discovering or reporting the meaning in texts. Rather, it becomes a
performative activity that is, in some sense, dedicated to creating meaning.” (p. 3). Critics who
take a critical approach make arguments about the texts they study and thus produce a political
statement from the text.
Finally, critical rhetoric draws upon the “materiality of discourse” (p. 18). Essentially,
critical rhetoric is centered on how power is a material good that is used in public discourse.
Cloud (1994) defines materialism as “the idea that the mode of production, or the way in which
goods are made and distributed in society, determines the social relations and norms of
consciousness of any given epoch” (p. 144). Public discourse holds legitimate power because it
is distributed by dominant powers that supervise very real economic and political structures.
These implications of critical rhetoric construct a foundation for how the method may be used in
scholarship.
While rhetorical criticism has historically been utilized as a method to examine a single
text, critical rhetoric often looks at a myriad of fragments that assemble the layered cultural
moment we live in today. McGee (1990) took note of the field’s growing attention to ideology
and developed a method to address our fragmented reality. As a result of our culture’s
fragmented nature, the meaning of rhetorical pieces are not always present exclusively in the
individual text. McGee (1990) states,
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Rhetors make discourses from scrapes and pieces of evidence. Critical rhetoric
does not begin with a finished text in need of interpretation; rather, texts are
understood to be larger than the apparently finished discourse that presents itself
as transparent. The apparently finished discourse is in fact a dense reconstruction
of all the other bits of discourses from which it was made. It is fashioned from
what we call “fragments.” (p. 279)
As a means to visualize how our culture functions, McGee (1990) argues for the use of
fragmentation, or the assemblance of scraps and pieces of evidence to create discourse, in
postmodern criticism.
To create an ideology, fragments of discourse must compound to create common themes.
While a single speech can present an ideology, a collection of texts is often a strategic way to
view an ideology in whole. McGee (1990) explains that rhetors do not start with a finished text
but bits of carefully constructed evidence. McKerrow (1989) delineates this process clearly when
he stated that a critic conducts a “‘pulling together’ of disparate scraps of discourse which, when
constructed as an argument, serve to illuminate otherwise hidden or take for granted social
practices” (p. 488).
My thesis adopts a “fragment” approach and will be in line with Ritland’s (2018) analysis
of Alyssa Milano’s rhetoric. Ritland (2018) utilizes four images from Alyssa Milano’s Instagram
that depict motherhood and breastfeeding as fragments. Together, the fragments challenge the
dominant, normalized ideology of the male gaze and how the female body is consumed. My
project functions similarly, as I study these texts as fragmented Instagram and blog posts created
by Tricia Hersey—each culminating into one clear message surrounding resistance to grind
culture. Tricia Hersey’s fragments function as a “sign that consists of signifier (the whole
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discourse it represents) and a signified (the meaning we are urged to see in the whole discourse)”
(McGee, 1990, p. 232). I argue that the Nap Ministry is a critical, fragmented text, one that is
counter to the grind and hustle ideology.
Critical rhetoric examines fragments to understand the significance of larger discourse.
This approach is particularly useful in analyzing mediated texts, like those used in this analysis,
which are made up of fragments. Mediated texts consist of a variety of elements ranging from
dialogue, images, symbols, stories, and other messages found on the internet. These fragments
are typically interpreted differently depending upon the audiences who view them. Audiences
also bring their own fragments to texts and compare the text to their own perspectives as well as
other texts. I utilize critical rhetoric, by considering the textual fragments produced by The Nap
Ministry, and examine how these fragments function into the larger cultural moment surrounding
grind culture. This method asks the critic to investigate and critique the current political climate,
thereby making political statements in the process. As my text is an assemblage of fragments,
this method will assist my analysis of the Nap Ministry. The Nap Ministry is a movement that
seeks to disrupt a dominant ideology of how individuals should live and work. As critical
rhetoric and ideological criticism attend to power structures in a manner that reflects the mission
of the Nap Ministry, this orientation is best suited for this project.
Texts Chosen for Analysis
Tricia Hersey’s Nap Ministry serves as an interruption to the ideology pervading grind
culture. To illustrate this argument, the texts I chose to examine for this analysis were a
collection of Instagram and blog posts created by the Nap Ministry’s founder, Tricia Hersey.
These posts date back to the nap collective’s inception in 2016; however, I limited my analysis to
posts from 2018 to March of 2021. During this time, Hersey’s profile seems to have fully curated
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the collective’s social media presence, aesthetic, and mission. From roughly 2018 on, the images
follow a cohesive color scheme and no longer feature memes from other social media users. The
images Hersey posts since 2018 are mostly digital art containing short captions related to her
anti-grind culture philosophy. These captions typically range from short phrases to small
paragraphs. My analysis examines 70 of these Instagram posts that contain simple quotations
from Hersey’s philosophy rather than visual images. These images were chosen as they had a
significant level of engagement from their audiences through likes and comments. Five blog
posts from Hersey’s Nap Ministry blog page were included to supplement the Instagram text as
they are often longer in length than the quickly consumable Instagram posts. All of these
fragments came together to create a rhetorical text written by Tricia Hersey, the Nap Bishop.
To study The Nap Ministry’s text, I removed the text from the Instagram page and
compiled them on a separate document. I then conducted a close textual analysis coding for
themes that work to answer my research questions. As Hersey’s Instagram is mostly text
foregrounding single-color images, visual rhetoric was not considered in this analysis. As such,
analyzing this body of discourse includes coding the mediated texts for themes such as a rebuke
of capitalist and neoliberal ideologies, and also for ways in which we can corporeally resist. Text
that mentioned rest and the body were of important note to examine how Hersey rhetorically
positions the body at rest. As religious references are clearly predominant in The Nap Ministry’s
rhetoric, spiritual motifs were also of particular interest to me. By investigating these texts, I seek
to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How does Tricia Hersey’s The Nap Ministry disrupt hegemonic cycles of grind
culture?
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RQ2: In what ways does the Nap Ministry portray the resting body as a form of
resistance?
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Chapter Four:
Analysis
In various interviews with the Nap Bishop Tricia Hersey, bloggers, podcast hosts, and
young activists alike ask her to describe how the Nap Ministry came to be. Hersey explains she
was “born in the Black church” as her father was a minister of a Pentecostal church her whole
life (Hazel, 2020, para. 10). Specifically, their denomination was called Church of God in Christ
and Hersey observes that it was founded by enslaved Black people (Hazel, 2020). She states that
COGIC was “created out of making a way out of no way” and explains that its founders took the
white Christianity they were given and “remixed it into something” for themselves (Hazel, 2020,
para. 10). Hersey says that the church she grew up in demonstrated for her how “the church is
really at the center of creativity” (Hazel, 2020, para. 11). While Hersey did go to seminary and
later became the Nap Bishop, her decision to study divinity came from a desire to ground her
work as an artist in something more spiritual. Hersey states, “I was interested in the intersection
between creativity and spirituality, creativity as a spiritual practice, and [the idea of] being an
artist as being part of [one’s] spirituality” (Hazel, 2020, para. 18). Hersey’s Nap Ministry is the
manifestation of her practice combining creativity and spirituality to rhetorically construct
messages that convince her followers to prioritize rest and see sleep deprivation as a racial and
social justice issue.
Religious Rhetoric
In her creation of the Nap Ministry, Tricia Hersey borrows religious terminology and
spiritual topoi to function as a site of invention in her rhetorical work. This borrowing is
intentional and strategic; her work is inspired by Black liberation theology and womanist
theology (Hazel, 2020). Throughout history, religious rhetoric has been utilized to create sacred
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spaces especially alongside social movements. Houck and Dixon (2006) state, “since time
immemorial rhetoric and religion have conspired to cocreate reality” and “nowhere else was this
cocreation more central than the American civil rights movement” (p. 1). During the civil rights
movement, leaders often emerged from “ordained clergy...lay ministers, and faithful
congregants” (Houck & Dixon, 2006, p. 1). Like Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Tricia Hersey, the
Nap Bishop, also received a divinity degree studying seminary. As such, religious leaders like
Tricia Hersey have historically have gone hand in hand with social justice movements, furthering
Hersey’s theological ethic of liberation as a spiritual practice. In this chapter, I first unpack
Hersey’s rhetoric by tracking the use of religious topoi and Hersey’s preaching style. Second, I
articulate how Hersey’s themes of Afrofuturism and Black liberation constitute a Black religious
topoi. Next, I illuminate how Hersey’s strategic ambiguity and performance of a prophetic
persona provides a credible ethos for her rhetorical mission. Finally, I describe how Hersey’s
rhetoric embodies a communal ethic of care inspired by the church and the inherent spirituality
of womanism.
Religious Topoi
Given Hersey’s background, it is not surprising that her work utilizes religion and
spirituality as a rhetorical strategy to invent a sacred space for her followers. Hersey utilizes
religious topoi in her text to draw connections between religious, spiritual practices and napping.
Hersey does this in a few ways: by borrowing religious terms and titles, drawing comparison
between religion and rest, and implementing rhetorical devices commonly used by preachers.
Instead of referring to herself solely as a community organizer for resistance, The Nap Ministry’s
creator Tricia Hersey refers to herself as the Nap Bishop and often refers to her followers as
“Congregation” (The Nap Ministry, 2019m). When Hersey took a month-long cleanse from
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social media, she referred to it as a “Sabbath” (The Nap Ministry, 2019m). With her use of
terminology from theology and other philosophical camps, Hersey’s constitutive rhetoric creates
a sacred, spiritual place for her and her followers to come to.
For Hersey, not only does religious rhetoric function as a place of invention, it can also
offer purpose. Inspired by religious notions and experiences, Hersey explains that “As the Nap
Bishop, I am also a guide” and that she is humbled to do the “sacred work” of “curating nap
spaces for others” (The Nap Ministry, 2020o). Other religious leaders often feel called to their
work and that calling guides their mission. Hersey is no different, as she invents this realm for
herself and brings others to. Hersey states, “We are following a call from the Creator that will
hopefully shift culture” (The Nap Ministry, 2020a). It is important to note that Hersey never
names the Creator specifically—a maneuver present throughout her rhetoric. Her choice to
utilize religious and spiritual topoi is strategic, but ambiguously so. As such, this decision
provides her rhetoric a unique avenue to appeal to a vast audience.
Eisenberg (1984) explains that strategic ambiguity functions for rhetors as a “political
necessity...so that different constituent groups [associated with the organization] may apply
different interpretations to the symbol” (p. 231). When confronted with rhetoric utilizing
ambiguity, Kenneth Burke (1969) gives critics the following advice:
instead of considering our task to “dispose of” any ambiguity primarily disclosing
the fact that it is an ambiguity, we rather consider it our task to study and clarify
the resources of ambiguity. For in the course of this work, we shall deal with
many kinds of transformation – and it is in the areas of ambiguity that
transformations take place; in fact, without such areas, transformation would be
impossible (p. xix).
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According to Burke (1969), critics must attend to moments of ambiguity as they reveal the
rhetor’s critical motives behind the text. Ambiguous moments unveil key developments and give
new meaning to the rhetor’s words.
Because of Tricia’s strategic ambiguity, her ministry is grounded in the sacred in an
equivocal way but is nonetheless gravitating to her audience. Her use of religious and spiritual
topoi that does not specify a lone denomination or religion by name actually works to her
advantage. As a result, her continued borrowing of connotations connected to the words she uses
like “bishop,” “ancestors,” “prayer,” “resurrect,” “ministry,” “holy,” and divine grounds her
audiences in a sacred reverence not exclusive to one singular church. This provides a broad
appeal for a vast audience and embeds the rhetor in the social fabric of a large community while
simultaneously creating one of its own. While it is ambiguous, the title of the organization and
Hersey’s title as the Nap Bishop nonetheless evokes a kind of authority on naps otherwise
unclaimed. As illustrated in my literature review, naps are fairly removed from scholarly inquiry.
The Nap Ministry claims an authority over the practice of napping that was previously widely
unconsidered and generally unspoken for.
To convince her followers to prioritize rest, Hersey places naps on a holy pedestal
essentially preaching “The Gospel of Naps” (Pandika, 2019) As Adebayo (2018) states,
preaching functions as a kind of religious-inspired discourse that utilizes an array of rhetorical
devices, from repetition to malapropism. Adebayo (2018) explains preaching as the act of a
saved individual “proclaiming, explaining, illustrating, and strongly promoting the word of God”
in a way people can “understand and accept it into their lives” (p. 45-46). They further that “the
central idea underlying the practice of preaching could indicate it as being the typical means of
moving people towards Christ and salvation, and on to eternal life” (Adebayo, 2018, p. 46). In
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The Nap Ministry’s case, Hersey’s preaching strategically substitutes “Christ” and “salvation”
with “rest.”
Hersey utilizes several preaching devices as rhetorical strategies. In her posts, she
preaches to her followers by initiating call and response—despite the static mediated platform—
continually repeating certain phrases like “We will rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2019k). She calls
out to her audience, “Congregation, repeat after me: ‘We will no longer be a martyr for grind
culture. Grind culture is rooted in white supremacy and toxic capitalism. There is a new way to
resist. We will rest’” (The Nap Ministry, 2019k). Moreover, preaching discourse generated by
religious leaders often utilizes commanding language (Darsey, 1997). Hersey’s Instagram often
features a post with a simple, concise message of just one sentence in large, bold letters stating a
command like “Just go lay down” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ay). At other times, her commands
are the final line in longer posts like “Be patient. Detox regularly from technology. Rest” (The
Nap Ministry, 2020az). These commands also work to increase her authority over her
congregation.
Aside from call and response and commands, Hersey makes use of formal preaching
rhetorical devices like benediction and imprecatory psalms. Cherry (2010) states that an offering
of a benediction is to speak well of or to bless. Specifically, Cherry (2010) notes that a
benediction is “technically not a prayer because it is directed to worshipers rather than to God”
(p. 144). Rather than a prayer sent to God, a benediction is a blessing sent to the congregation is
typically the final blessing to end the church service (Cherry, 2010). One such benediction from
the Bible in Peter 1:2 reads, “May God give you more and more grace and peace as you grow in
your knowledge of God and Jesus our Lord” (New Living Translation, 2015).
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Throughout Hersey’s Instagram, several posts follow benediction structure depicted in
various translations of the Bible include the phrasing “may God” or “may you.” In The Nap
Ministry’s posts, Hersey writes:
I wish us all tight hugs, deep eye contact, long naps, warm blankets and a
community that asks the question, ‘How is your heart?,’ and waits and listens for
the answer silently. May the ground under us hold up with strength and if we need
to collapse into grief, may a soft pillow be there. (The Nap Ministry, 2021c)
These posts bless any followers to the Nap Ministry’s Instagram account as they scroll by. In
another post, Hersey leaves her congregation with the benediction, “May sleep cradle and soothe
the righteous tonight. May our dreams reveal everything we need. Hold on” (The Nap Ministry,
2021a). Hersey’s choice of lone benedictions becomes more interesting after considering some
interpret “The Parable of the Sower” in Matthew 13:19-23 as a warning to congregants. There
will be consequences should they choose to leave the service before the message is sealed with a
benediction. With this knowledge, Hersey’s lone benedictions featured on Instagram posts seem
to ask her followers to stop scrolling and heed her message or face the repercussions.
Besides the benedictions, Hersey preaches in another, darker fashion as she also draws
from a religious rhetorical technique called imprecatory psalms. In the Bible, imprecatory psalms
generally often go overlooked for their intense emotion. Overton (2020) states that imprecatory
psalms are defined as “curses called down upon enemies” which often are “spiteful and violent”
(p. 55). Hersey sends these messages occasionally, stating “May white supremacists be haunted
in their dreams every single time they lay down to rest. May racists never sleep well until they
repent and change” (The Nap Ministry, 2021b). White supremacists and capitalists are the enemy
of Hersey’s work. Overton (2020) argues, though, that these messages are “healthy communal
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expressions of exilic trauma” and serve as “worthwhile religious poetic expressions” of such
traumatic experiences (p. 55). As such, these rhetorical devices can wield power and serve to
benefit the community’s survival and fight against these evils. Moreover, Hersey rhetorically
positions rest as good and capitalism along with white supremacy as the root of all evil. Similar
to how mainstream religions urge their followers to resist the Devil or some other negative
entity, the Nap Ministry pleads that its followers resist grind culture. Hersey states, “resting is
not evil. Capitalism is” (The Nap Ministry, 2020m). Her use of preacher’s rhetorical devices
such as benedictions, imprecatory psalms, call and response, and God/devil terms are strategies
embedded throughout history in religious rhetoric, but especially for Black rhetors.
Spirituality as Black Religious Topoi
Spirituality is embedded into African-American/Black cultures and traditions, and as a
result, influences their rhetoric (Flick, 1980; Jackson, 1995). Jackson (1995) explains how an
Afrocentric methodology is better suited to examine African American rhetors than a Eurocentric
approach. In African philosophy, “nommo” is a concept meaning the “generative power of the
word” or rather, “the idea that a word brings power with it rather than the rhetor granting it
power” (p. 152). Jackson (1995) explains how, in addition to nommo, Black rhetors often
employ stylistic choices reminiscent of religious context; he points to how Martin Luther King
Jr.’s “‘ministerial’ voice motivates the audience, as a minister does his/her congregation” (p.
152). Jackson (1995) states that King chose a style that would elicit a specific response from his
audience, and the word influenced them due to its inherent power. Civil rights leaders such as
Malcolm X also employed a similar strategy. Flick (1980) explains that Malcolm X’s discourse
often illuminated both rhetorical devices that had historically disciplined Black Americans and
those that had the power to liberate them. He states, “one specific way in which he sought to
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provide Blacks with an identity was through his use of religious themes” (Flick, 1980). The
Black church has been a point of contention for some Black Americans (Hazel, 2020), containing
a troubled history for Black women, in particular (Jones, 2018). Despite this, spirituality and
religion has remained a pillar in the Black experience (Flick, 1980; Jackson, 1995). Hersey
acknowledges this truth about the Black church while remembering the positive impact of
watching her father work as a preacher in a “liberating place” (Hazel, 2020, para. 20). Hersey’s
use of spirituality and religious topoi continues a long tradition in the Black community.
In her rhetoric, Hersey speaks to religious topoi outside of explicit, colloquial references
to the church necessarily, but rather, terms that implicate spirituality. Her word choice speaks to
a transcendental nature that goes beyond or outside of the physical realm that human beings have
come to know in our everyday experiences. Specifically, Hersey says that when we begin to rest,
the “veil between the Earthly world and the spiritual world is thin, real healing can happen” (The
Nap Ministry, 2018a). In this space, she believes we are given room to “invent, imagine, and
heal” (The Nap Ministry, 2018a). She refers to this realm she has invented as “a third space,”
“vision space” or “DreamSpace” and says that “naps are a healing portal” (The Nap Ministry,
2018a). From this perspective, Hersey equates resting with other religious practices, such as
prayer and worship and how they have the ability to transcend our reality. Her connections arise
from a place of deep, spiritual, otherworldly beliefs inspired by Afrofuturism and Black
liberation theology.
By her own invention, Tricia’s work functions as a performance of the typical religious
figure/leader. While her work is deeply rooted in her study of various religions, such as
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and Rastafarianism (Hazel, 2020), Hersey is not
drawing upon one faith alone. In her building of the Nap Ministry, she creates a conglomeration
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inspired by many religious beliefs rather than representing one. Thus, her ministry embodies a
work of art and her role in it manifests as a performance. Though Hersey has a master's degree in
divinity and is trained as a pastor, she is not actually ordained as a bishop by the church. Her title
is self-given (Bokma, 2020). She creates this space for herself and performs her Nap Bishop
persona as a rhetorical strategy to build her ethics as a rhetor and convince her audience to listen
and prioritize her message.
By putting on the Nap Bishop persona, Hersey manifests an authority over her followers.
Hersey writes in her blog that The Nap Ministry “did not come out of nowhere” (The Nap
Ministry, 2020o). When she discusses the theories that build the foundation of her work and the
journey it took for her to build them, she states, “It is not a quick reaction, but instead a deep,
slow, organic and intentional exploration into the past via my connection to working in archives
and studying” (The Nap Ministry, 2020o). She furthers, “So, when I proclaim, ‘Rest is
Resistance’ and ‘Rest is Reparations’ it is fortified and supported by my deep study and
gratitude” (The Nap Ministry, 2020o). Her authority grants them permission to rest, when they
constantly feel guilty doing so. As Darsey (1997) explains, this rhetorical strategy is known as
the prophetic persona. Johnson (2010) explains that prophetic rhetoric follows a specific
rhetorical structure: first, a grounding in the sacred; second, consciousness-raising on the
situation; third, an indictment or to warn the audience; finally, an offering of hope. In the rest of
this section, I unpack and connect the tenets of prophetic persona to Hersey’s work in The Nap
Ministry.
Aside from Hersey’s clear referents to sacred, religious topoi, her prophetic rhetoric also
contains an element of truth-telling, consciousness-raising, or rather, an act where “the speaker
speaks the already known” (Johnson, 2010, p. 276). This act is traditional and arguably
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originated within the Black community. Prophetic rhetors paint a truthful picture of the rhetorical
situation they face. Once this realization is cemented in the audience’s reality, the rhetor hopes
they begin to reflect on the past and address the problem for the future. In Hersey’s case, she is
revealing the lie about grind culture when she makes statements like “Capitalism lied. Your
worth is not tied to how much you produce. Accept that you have been bamboozled and
scammed...All is revealed now. You can rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ah). Specifically, Hersey
explains to her audience how grind culture has harmed individuals and told them to overwork,
grind and hustle. In short, she tells them the truth: “grind culture is violence” (The Nap Ministry,
2020aj). This grounding of the situation can be a harsh shock to reality. At times, prophetic
rhetors speak to their audience in a way that may seem off-putting. Johnson (2010) explains that
they speak or write “with a frankness or boldness” and their words function as a “critical truthtelling within uncomfortable situations” (p. 276). Moreover, some prophetic rhetors employ
prophetic recall in which a prophet “constructs a history that intends to bear witness to a present
day situation” (p. 276). Hersey often recalls historical contexts for her audience that center
Blackness and how Black people’s experiences in grind culture today stem from how they were
treated in the past.
In an effort to illuminate grind culture’s current positionality and raise awareness on the
situation, Hersey reminds her audience of enslavement; specifically, how enslaved labor of her
ancestors served as the pipeline to how Black laborers still work in the 21st century. She makes
this connection between today’s grind culture and history’s white supremacist enslavement
explicit and tells her followers,
For black people in America, naps are not just about self-care but a revolutionary
act that pushes back against a culture that claimed our ancestors were lazy. The
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same ancestors whose bodies were commodified for profit. The same ancestors
who labored on plantations for 20 hours a day. (The Nap Ministry, 2020f)
The traumatic laboring their Black ancestors endured only helped to normalize this notion of
Black people working extremely hard and being constantly exhausted. Hersey does this to root
her audience in an overlooked historical context to help understand the troublesome world they
currently inhabit to see how they can resist and evade it. After she roots her audience in this
context, she explains how the impact of rest has spiritual and material implications for Black
descendants of these ancestors.
In doing so, Hersey’s prophetic rhetoric illuminates how grind culture has arrived in our
present moment while simultaneously constituting a Black religious topoi through her references
to the veneration of the dead. Veneration of ancestors is a long held religious tradition in Black
indigenous cultures and has continued in African American religions since their enslaved
ancestors arrived in this country (Fairley, 2003; Matthews, 1998). Ancestor veneration is a way
to love, respect, and honor ancestors (Fairley, 2003). Hersey states, “Your ancestors labored on
plantations for centuries and were unable to rest because they were owned by capitalism. They
are pleased when you tap into the healing portal rest provides” (The Nap Ministry, 2019g). In
this way, resting is a tribute to Black Americans’ ancestors while also an act of care and survival
for themselves—an act their ancestors were unable to have. This act is especially pertinent when
considering that “many descendants of enslaved Africans...consider oneiric information” or the
study of dreams, to be “a legitimate source of knowledge about the world they inhabit” (Fairley,
2003, p. 545). Ultimately, this grounding in the historical context of enslavement puts a critical
perspective on grind culture and further reinforces a uniquely Black religious topoi in Hersey’s
rhetoric.
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Finally, after indicting white supremacy and capitalism, Hersey utilizes the religious
topoi to encourage hope. As Hersey often tells her congregation, “I refuse to grind. There is a
better way” (The Nap Ministry, 2020s). A prophetic rhetor offers hope pragmatically and in a
larger context and “begins to cast a vision of the world, not as it is, but as it could and should be”
(Johnson, 2010, p. 278). Hersey points her audience’s attention toward the future by referencing
“This New World” we’re approaching post-pandemic and states “A healed and rested mind
allows you to truly see who you are. This sight can change the world” (The Nap Ministry,
2019c). In a nod to Afrofuturist thought, Hersey constantly urges her audience to look toward all
of the potential and possibility that exists in the future. Hersey’s work in The Nap Ministry gives
glimpses into what this world may look like—a world that rejects neoliberalism’s ideal of
individuality by embracing community efforts directed towards change.
Womanism’s Ethic of Care and Community
Ultimately, Hersey borrows from religious rhetoric and spiritual topoi to invent her space
of nap worship. The Nap Ministry utilizes religious terminology to rhetorically convince the
audience to associate the connotations they tie to religion and spirituality and apply them to how
they view resting. Feelings connected to religion and spirituality, such as awe, joy, gratitude, and
wonder, typically imply a certain faithful loyalty and guiltless priority that Hersey wants her
audience to implicate with their rest. In other words, Hersey wants her audience to hold and
center rest as high as something they would consider sacred and holy. In order for her followers
to prioritize rest, they must mirror their feelings towards themselves and their rest practice with
the same reverence that they may feel for God, whoever their God may be. The Nap Ministry’s
steadfast belief that our commitment to our rest practice is “a connection to our most vulnerable
selves, communication with our ancestors, and a holy moment” is intrinsically a womanist ethic
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(The Nap Ministry, 2020v). In this section, I explain womanism’s embedded spirituality. Next, I
paint how Hersey’s Nap Ministry embodies their principle of communal care, before finally, I
explain how The Nap Ministry inspires a rhetoric of imaginative hope and possibility.
According to Ogunyemi (1985) a womanist acknowledges that “along with her
consciousness of sexual issues, she must incorporate racial, cultural, national, economic, and
political considerations into her philosophy” (p. 64). As such, womanism has a unique, special
relationship to spirituality and this relationship informs the foundation of their philosophy.
Browdy (2013) explains that from the perspective of a Black woman, “The Spirit is a source of
strength, resistance, and survival as Black women combat the daily challenges of living in a
White supremacist, patriarchal, classist, heterosexist society” (p. 1). This innate spirituality is a
wealth of power embedded in the everyday lives of Black women who follow womanism. As a
result, spiritually is an essential part of their perspective and experience which can then function
as a rhetorical strategy for taking in and shaping our worlds (Browdy, 2013). Essentially,
womanists do not “separate spirituality from society, culture, or politics, instead they view all
realms of life as interconnected” (Browdy, 2013, p. 4). This notion is present throughout much of
Hersey’s rhetoric.
An ethic of womanism that appears predominantly in Hersey’s rhetoric is the idea of
communal care. It isn’t lost on Hersey’s audience how often her posts on Instagram center the
“we” and postulate that this movement requires a collective healing over an individual one; many
of her posts simply end with the phrase “We will rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2020y). My use of
“our” and “we” in this paper is intentional, as Hersey truly means all of us have the potential to
be impacted by her message. Hersey repeatedly rejects the concept of self-care and instead,
preaches communal or collective care. In one poetic Instagram post, Hersey laments, “My body
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an altar for rest / Our collective magic a container for the divine / Our magic remains / We still
here” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ak). Hersey speaks to a communal perseverance against the
system. While Hersey does reference herself in some posts, a fair amount of her virtual
preaching speaks to the “we” and the “our;” she speaks to her followers and community as a
collective that she also belongs to and is of. Further, The Nap Bishop says, “If you are not
resting, you will not make it. I need you to make it” (The Nap Ministry, 2020am). In this post,
Hersey acknowledges that we, the people, will not reach liberation without one another. She
articulates that, in order for her to get there, she needs to help others get there along the way. It is
clear that she does not see the path to liberation without us all taking each others’ hands and
pulling our neighbors along with us.
Madlock Gatison and Glenn (2021) explain that a womanist ethic of care is committed to
the survival of all people. Hersey’s work prioritizes and centers Black peoples’ experiences,
however, she reminds that her message is for anyone marginalized by grind culture discourses.
For example, in one of her Instagram posts she states,
This work is upheld by a Womanist framework which knows that ain’t nobody
free until Black women are free. It sees our liberation as restoring all
people...Every single person on this planet has been harmed...by [capitalism and
white supremacy] in very unique and deep ways. (The Nap Ministry, 2020ab)
That being said, to reach liberation, the community must come together in an effort to fight for
sleep deprivation as a racial justice issue. Hersey asks her followers, “Can we normalize
checking on EVERYONE in your life, all your friends and family, because you deeply practice
and embody communal care as a justice practice?...We all need to make it.” (The Nap Ministry,
2020ab). Hersey repeatedly stresses the importance of communal care so that we are all rested
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enough to make the most of the future. Madlock Gatison and Glenn (2021) state, “This antioppressionist voice will consciously and continuously speak and act out of a theology of
liberation that is inclusive of all humanity in a womanist tradition. If you see something, say
something or do something. Womanism is for everybody” (p. 9). The Nap Ministry’s rhetoric
embodies this belief when Hersey responds to the individuals who may not understand her work
completely due to their brainwashing by grind culture.
Indeed, The Nap Ministry even holds space for the people who discount its message. She
often calls out to these people; she does not banish them from the movement or ignore them,
necessarily. The Nap Bishop does not reject them or leave them behind. Rather, she invites them
to join the church and congregation. She keeps the urgency of the moment in mind and realizes
the way for others and to fully understand and begin to embody her message is after they are well
rested. She states, “Folks want me to speak nice and sweet constantly, while we are literally
dying under capitalism and grinding ourselves to a pulp to survive...Now, go lay down” (The nap
Ministry, 2020al). In these posts, she corrects her critics and naysayers and simply reminds them
to rest. In doing so, she doesn’t desert them but instead encourage the solution offered by the
movement. This act is committed in the spirit of womanist caring for The Beloved Community
(Madlock Gatison & Glenn, 2021).
Inspired by religious and spiritual themes, Hersey therefore creates a rhetoric of hope for
a new world. The Nap Ministry’s rhetorical style is rooted in spirituality and as a result, is one
that directly counters grind culture discourses. Spiritual rhetoric lends to imaginative possibility
whereas the grind culture rhetoric is limiting; constantly reminding us that if we didn’t reach our
goals, we just did not work hard enough. Neoliberal rhetoric encourages individuality and
discounts the communal. In doing so, neoliberalism effectively suppress resistance as resistance
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is most likely to succeed when individuals come together. Despite this, prophetic rhetoric is a
message entwined in the American consciousness that has the potential to register the vast
landscape of the public’s social imagination (Johnson, 2010). Religious and prophetic rhetors
have historically been silenced as their rhetoric has the power to illuminate this connection for
people. Often, as Johnson (2010) explains, prophetic rhetoric is written off due to “the
unwillingness of some to deem credible anything having its foundation in the Bible, religion, or
prophecy” (p. 269). The disregard for spiritual rhetoric underestimates the power it has to topple
institutions that often oppose resistance.
Overall, it is clear why grind culture rhetoric must reflect the opposite of spiritual
rhetoric; Hersey’s rhetoric of hope and possibility gives individuals the insight they need to resist
grind culture’s oppression. This truth is echoed in Raboteau’s (1978) work documenting
religious practices of enslaved people in the Antebellum South. Raboteau (1978) explains
religious practices served to build community, provide strength, and help protect against the
dehumanization they endured. Ebersohl (2018) notes that religious beliefs inspired several
rebellions and enslavers “feared the power of religion” for its ability to inspire resistance (p. 10).
In an interview with The Nap Bishop, podcast host Kesi Felton (2020) cites William Banks’
1998 book, Black Intellectuals: Race and responsibility in American life; she states, “The priests
were not to be tolerated by slaveholders...the slaveholding class sought to extract as much work
as possible from the Africans. In a social order based on economic definitions of worth, the idea
of a reflective and nonlaboring slave was unimaginable” (3:20). Capitalism and white supremacy
wanted tired, laboring bodies who were unable to tap into a spiritual place; if they could have
dreamt, they could have imagined ways to get free. Grind culture’s tenets are rooted in these
ideologies and similarly desires tired workers, out of touch with their bodies, who only know
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they must work. Time not working could be spent reflecting and if people are reflecting, they
could see that they deserve so much better than what grind culture demands for their bodies.
Ultimately, Hersey argues being rested allows individuals to tap in to their spirituality. Once
their spirit is replenished, they can imagine liberation and how to get there.
After analyzing the religious themes in Tricia Hersey’s Nap Ministry, it is clear that her
use of religious topoi works to prioritize rest for the ministry’s followers. Moreover, Hersey
compels her followers to heed her ministry’s message through its strategic ambiguity, preaching
style, and prophetic rhetoric as these elements reinforce a Black religious topoi. Finally, The Nap
Ministry’s communal ethic of care is intrinsic to the spirituality of womanism which assists in
employing a hopeful rhetoric for the future. In the next chapter, I break down the ways in which
Hersey reconfigures the body from unproductive, lazy, and abject to holy, productive, and
delicately powerful.
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Chapter Five:
Analysis
Tricia Hersey’s organizing and spiritual work with her Nap Ministry has always
concerned the body as she believes the body to be the root of all things. She told
#BlackLivesMatter leader Patrisse Cullors and organizer Autumn Breon Williams in an
interview for Prism Reports, “I'm really thinking about the body as the center of [the] foundation
of our connection to the Creator, our connection to our ancestors, our connections to the
universe, to nature.” (2020, para. 9). This belief guides her work and functions as a source of
insight and truth. In The Nap Ministry, the body is essential in the conversation surrounding rest.
For the body, rest is the beginning and the end; it has a cyclical, ouroboros-like role in the body's
processes. Having considered this and the historical role the body has had on grind culture
discourses, Hersey strives to feature the body in The Nap Ministry. She explains:
I don't think most people really have a true idea of what rest and sleep is for our
bodies, for our spirit, for our culture. They really just think it's something that I'll
do once I'm finished doing everything else…It's the thing that started when our
ancestors were on plantations—the culture of seeing human beings as machines.
The word ‘grind’—when you think about gears and grinding on a machine—it
sees our bodies and who we are as just being machines for production. That's the
center of the foundation of the belief, and everything about rest has been distorted
because of that. (Cullors & Williams, 2020, para. 7)
The view of the worker’s body has always been a site of production for capitalism, beginning
this distorted view primarily with enslavement. Pierre Bourdieu (1998) has long documented
how the worker’s body has been socially commodified as a physical capital; even more so for the
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working classes as they “tend to develop instrumental relations to their body as they have little
time free from necessity” (p. 138). Working class bodies form a relationship to their bodies that
only focuses on their ability to work. As such, individuals at work begin to understand they have
more value than those not at work.
The Body
As outlined in my literature review, these cultural notions are built on the backs of
material discourses rooted in capitalism and white supremacy and only further predicated by
Protestantism and neoliberalism. These discourses claim that bodies are lazy if they are not
working. American culture has historically labeled these individuals welfare queens and claimed
they are leeching off the system (Hancock, 2004). In this perspective, bodies who are not at work
are less valuable; they are wasting time and money by not capitalizing on every moment. Grind
culture perpetuates this belief that the working body is not truly working unless they are
constantly grinding and cements this indisputable notion into our cultural psyche. The Nap
Bishop uproots this ideal on its head through her rhetoric’s rejection of grind culture’s
perspective of the working body.
In this chapter, I trace how The Nap Ministry strategically reconfigures our earthly
vessels in two ways: 1) from capitalistic machines to divine beings and 2) from lazy, timewasting sleepers to healing, productive, and processing souls. Hersey does this by reifying our
humanity and the natural functions of the body. First, Hersey anchors her discussions of the body
as divine in a spiritual rhetoric of the sacred and a feminist admiration of embodiment. She
conducts these discussions in direct opposition to capitalist discourses and utilizes imagery from
grind culture as metaphor to relay her message to her audience. Second, The Nap Ministry
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problematizes grind culture’s conception of mind/body dualism. Finally, Hersey’s rhetoric
rejects the notion of the abject body by positioning the resting body as a site of power.
The Divine Body
First, the Nap Ministry’s rhetoric reconfigures grind culture’s conception of the worker’s
body through discussions of the body as divine. In this counter rhetoric, Hersey positions the
body as otherworldly and holy. She first does this by articulating what human bodies are not—
human bodies are not machines. In her Instagram posts, Hersey repeatedly refers to grind culture
as machine-like. A continually stated mantra throughout her Instagram account states, “You are
not a machine. You are a magical, divine human being” (The Nap Ministry, 2019ab). Mailloux
(2021) explains that we can consider the sacred “as an appearance, extension, irruption of the
supernatural in the natural, of the divine within the human” (p. 78). In this way, the holy and the
sacred exist in a liminal space that is difficult to describe to her audience who has been taught to
see their bodies as a temporary, disposable vessel working day in and day out. They further,
“Such phenomena certainly resist rhetorical articulation, since human rhetoric...is always limited
by the natural, the conditioned, the finite, the contingent” (Mailloux, 2021, p. 78). Hersey’s
continual repetition and emphasis of the body as divine is a testament humankind’s inability to
fully articulate the awe endowed in the human body. Hersey confirms the divine and holy nature
of the body with her succinct, brief descriptions on her Instagram posts—seemingly brief to
leave no room for dispute. One of her most repeated Instagram posts just simply reads, “You are
not a machine. Stop grinding” (The Nap Ministry, 2021d). This mantra is echoed throughout her
Instagram as if to say, “take it or leave it.” To understand her work, her followers must first
accept the belief that their bodies are sacred.
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Feminist ideologies often support this kind of wonderment about the divine nature of the
body. Hamilton (2013) explains that the body “is the canvas on which the female experience is
painted and through which female identity is often understood” (p. 88). However, Eller (2000)
explains that spiritual feminists see the female body in a non-objectifying manner and uphold
their feminine anatomy and sensibility as divine, sacred, and empowering. Hersey’s rhetoric
corresponds with this realm of thought as she often posts statements like “Our lives are a
beautiful experiment in curiosity and creation. We can craft a life outside of the toxic systems”
(The Nap Ministry, 2020aq). In this statement, Hersey reiterates how white supremacy and
capitalism are wrong and how her followers’ bodies are right. In this vision, human bodies live in
complete opposition to institutions and machines.
Hersey forwards this feminist ethic of the human body and states that “our lives are a
beautiful resistance. We survived birth, bombs and blood. Unleash the divine power of slowing
down and pausing. Make me a vessel. Give me strength to rest.” (The Nap Ministry, 2020x). She
utilizes this discursive grounding of the divine to further persuade her followers to prioritize their
bodies’ need to rest. Hersey roots her principles in this power, a power embedded in all bodies
and which is known through their natural functions and processes. She states, “Everything in
nature needs to rest. The Earth cannot exist without deep pauses. Farmers allow the soil to rest
before planting seeds. Our bodies deserve nothing less” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ax). Hersey
paints her followers’ bodies as one with the natural world by relating it to earth-tending
practices. In this way, she justifies resting as a biological necessity to survive, unlike a machine,
that simply turns on and off.
As I explained in my literature review, tracking our conception of the worker, this
rhetoric situating the working body as a machine has a long, troubled and problematic history.
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Racist ideologies targeted against African people served to justify enslavement’s use of their
bodies as literal machines. In this context, enslaved laboring individuals were forced to work and
labor until they no longer could. Like a machine, their bodies were used until they effectively
“broke.” As capitalism and white supremacy became more embedded over time, rhetoric that
pushed this idea of the body as machine also expanded to include additional contexts. Taylor’s
scientific management approach treated the working body as a mere appendage of the larger
machinal system during the post-Industrial Revolution. As a result, grind culture ideology has
perpetuated the belief that the working body’s worth is directly a result of how much they are
able to produce. The Nap Ministry points out grind culture’s view in a clear indictment: “grind
culture is a collaboration between white supremacy and capitalism. it views human bodies as
machinery” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ag). Hersey reminds us that grind culture’s pace of progress
“was never meant for humans, but instead, a machine-level pace fueled by capitalism’s call to
create wealth by any means necessary” (The Nap Ministry, 2020i). Simply put, grind culture’s
rhetoric renders our bodies as nothing but mere cogs in the machine with our value solely
determined by our physical output.
Hersey’s medium to deliver this message is also key in her strategy to convince her
followers that they are divine bodies and not machines. Hersey’s Instagram functions as an
interruption to the constant flow of images on a Instagram feed. Unlike most feeds filled with
images, Hersey’s images are most often black, white, or orange text over a yellow or black
background. Her posts—that only feature text—are prominent on Instagram, a social media
platform for images. Basically, they stand out among a continuous thread of posts that are
primarily visual images. Hersey explains that this move is intentional; it disrupts the endless
scrolling her followers do in their machine-like inclination to consume. Based on her research,
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she states, that early creators of the Internet did this on purpose and created never-ending designs
on their web and app platforms “as opposed to pages that have a stop at the end and gives an
arrow that you must press to get more content...this design function is allowing us to scroll for
hours daily in an almost zombie-like state” (The Nap Ministry, 2019m). Hersey’s simplistic
posts of text ask her followers to stop consuming like a machine running 24/7 and instead invites
them to take a moment to pause, reflect, and heed her message to rest.
Moreover, Hersey often mentions the body and the machine together in the same post to
display the duality and opposition between these entities. In this way, she positions them as the
antithesis of one another. She clearly articulates that a machines’ worth is measured by their
productivity, but reaffirms that our bodies are not machines. As she borrows from her seminary
training to impose religious rhetoric, Hersey insists our bodies are made of something more
divine. Additionally, her rhetoric disposes of grind ideology’s framing of the body as a neverstopping machine by reframing the body’s worth as innumerable and emphasizing its potential as
a limitless medium. Because the Nap Ministry’s view of the body is made of something otherworldly—instead of something technical or machinal—its limitations, as well as its output,
cannot be measured. Hersey says, “our divinity as human beings means any and everything is
possible. There are no limits or boundaries on what we can be” (The Nap Ministry, 2020c). The
Nap Ministry reinforces an affirming perspective of our bodies. As a result, Hersey allows us to
center rest and reimagine what productivity is exactly. Building on this notion, Hersey
strengthens the distinction between machines and the body stating, “Grinding is not productive
or life-giving” (The Nap Ministry, 2020d). Through her conception of both the body and
productivity, Hersey illuminates the false equivalence grind culture makes between the
expectations for a machines’ production and a body’s. In countless Instagram posts, she calls
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bodies “divine,” “magical” and “ancient;” ultimately, she argues while machines’ worth can be
measured, ours cannot. Divinity, like faith and worship, cannot be measured in any economic
pursuits as it lives outside of these systems completely.
The Nap Bishop utilizes terminology of grind culture as a metaphor to connect to her
audiences. At other times, Hersey also coopts some of the grind culture terminology in her
rhetoric about the body. Hersey utilizes terminology that refers to notions of the machinal,
technological, or “the grind” and applies it to her conversations about the body. Hersey does this
to help her audience understand the exigency to rest in a way they can understand in this grind
culture moment. Hersey employs machine metaphors, reminiscent of grind/hustle culture
discourses, to illustrate for her audiences what she wants them to do with their bodies. The grind
culture discourses that originated from enslavement to Frederick Taylor’s scientific management
saw laboring human bodies as literal machines. In this way, Hersey borrows the symbolic
terminology from the oppressor to make way for her mission. As this ideology’s language is all
that those entrenched in capitalist societies have ever known, this language implicates a value
that her audience already comprehends.
Hersey is subversive in using grind terminology to make her audience value their bodies
in a way that is accessible to their minds in the early stages of their deprogramming from grind
ideology. Drawing on the technology and machine metaphor, Hersey says that when we are
resting we are “allowing our brains to download new information” (The Nap Ministry, 2020l).
She states, “You can receive valuable downloads when you enter into the portal of naps. Naps
are a generative space” (The Nap Ministry, 2020z). This statement claims that our brains process
similarly to how computers download information into their hard drive when we rest. Hersey’s
use of this metaphor, while seemingly contradictory to her movement’s overall message about
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engaging with technology and social media, is utilized to further convince her audience of their
need to attune to their bodies’ rest. Hersey states, “My body is an antenna for infinite ideas and
inventions when I rest, nap, sleep and daydream” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ar). These machine
metaphors appeal to their followers’ conception of productivity, value, and work to reify some
rhetoric of grind culture, but this time, to Hersey’s advantage. This rhetoric strategically conjures
meaning for these rest practices that an individual “brainwashed by capitalism” can understand.
Hersey also utilizes terminology that is not necessarily machinal, but nevertheless still serves as
clear referents to grind culture discourses. Hersey uses this strategy throughout her rhetoric,
saying that, “The evening news is happening in your heart. Slow down. Investigate. Rest” (The
Nap Ministry, 2020af). She instructs her audience to “host a liberation conference in your body
while you rest and dream” (The Nap Ministry, 2020as); and she reminds them: “I’m not the free
help desk. Your body has the information. Go rest and dream to receive the downloads” (The
Nap Ministry, 2020aw). This rhetorical framing, while seemingly counterintuitive, puts Hersey’s
message in an accessible language based in grind culture that her congregation is familiar with
and then translates and applies that value to their view of rest. This rhetorical strategy also
continues to station these entities as adverse of one another and reaffirms their positionality as
enemies—grinding versus resting.
In a similar way, Hersey also personifies grind culture. In one post she writes, “Social
media is cannibalistic. Just sit with that for a few days.” (The Nap Ministry, 2020az). She states,
“Grind culture is on one knee. I daydream about our collective rest dragging it down to a hard
fall” (The Nap Ministry, 2020p). In this manner, Hersey paints grind culture as a personified evil
entity with humanistic qualities. She tells her followers that “Grind culture has a fetish for seeing
human beings move at the pace of a machine” (The Nap Ministry, 2020an). Hersey’s rhetoric
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portrays grind culture as a demon that “creates trauma and feeds off trauma” (The Nap Ministry,
2020n). Hersey also personifies grind culture in her rhetoric by establishing it as someone her
followers unrequitedly lust for; she tells them, “You love grind culture so much. This is a onesided love affair” (The Nap Ministry, 2020j). Through her metaphoric strategies as well as her
reconfiguring of the body as divine, Hersey reveals to her audience the false equivalence grind
culture’s rhetoric draws between human bodies and machinery. In one Nap Ministry post, she
furthers, “The body is ancient and divine. Capitalism is new and unconcerned with humanity.
Which one are you gonna listen to and trust with your care?” (The Nap Ministry, 2020r). She
encourages them not to listen to grind culture discourses whispering in their ears and instead to
listen to themselves and their bodies. Moreover, this question is at the forefront of how Hersey’s
rhetoric counters grind culture’s conception of the worker and their body in a way that is distinct
from their minds.
Mind/Body Dualism
The Nap Ministry problematizes mind/body dualism present in neoliberal and capitalist
discourses. The Nap Ministry wants our evaluation of our productivity and our worth to come
from a judgement within ourselves and not from external pressures, like capitalism. She asks us
to “imagine what your body and soul would feel like if it was allowed to navigate life from a
state of rest and not exhaustion” (The Nap Ministry, 2020b). In doing so, our productivity is
measured by our bodies and the intuition inspired by our bodies. Hersey reminds her audiences
that the human body has existed long before industrialization and automation; therefore, the
human body holds ancient wisdom, or rather its own embodied knowledge. Hersey states, “Your
body has the information. Go rest and dream to receive the downloads” (The Nap Ministry,
2020aw). She tells her audiences that the truth and information they seek is already inside of
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them. Rather than looking outward for validation of their productivity, she tells her congregation
to look no further than within.
This framing functions in opposition to grind culture discourses and positions the value
system created by capitalism as the antithesis of their embodied, internal knowledge. Grind
discourses wants docile workers in the sense that they are not in tune with their thoughts and
bodies. Grind culture tells individuals that they do not have any answers, control, or
knowledge—but capitalism does. While neoliberalism encourages individuality, Schmookler
(1993) argues that capitalism creates an illusion of choice. Essentially, the system makes the
choices for people. Schmookler (1993) states, “the market economy does indeed have a logic of
its own” in which they skew resources to capitalize productivity (p. 124). He furthers, “once the
market system is in place, the people in it are no longer wholly in charge of their destiny” (p.
124). Hersey’s rhetoric rejects capitalism’s control and fetishizing of production and instead
encourages her followers’ individual internal insight and agency instead. She asks her followers
to look for answers within their bodies when she asks questions like “1. When do you feel most
liberated? 2. When do you feel most loved?” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ap). When her audiences
are able to listen to their bodies and see productivity in a new way, they give power back to
themselves. Listening intuitively to their bodies, rather than a foreman who disciplines workers
as machines, can illuminate truths that oppressors try to conceal; after all, Hersey claims,
“Sleeping helps you wake up” (The Nap Ministry, 2019b). When we are well-rested, our bodies
can see and can access truths unavailable before. These truths are embedded in internal
epistemologies and grant power to the oppressed and lead them to their liberation.
Hersey critiques the powerful ideology preserved in grind culture that upholds Cartesian
mind/body dualism. Grosz (1996) states that Descartes “succeeded in linking the mind/body
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opposition to the foundations of knowledge itself, a link which places the mind in a position of
hierarchical superiority over and above nature, including the nature of the body” (p. 6). Smith
(2009) explains dualism as “a metaphysical worldview that conceives of reality as divided into
two substantially opposed and ‘estranged’ spheres: the natural and the supernatural; the physical
and the mental; the material and the ideal” (p. 357). Hersey rejects this oppositional framing and
believes that grind culture is at fault for creating this separation from our internal epistemologies:
she describes it as, “Our toxic programming…attempts to strip away our natural intuition and
spirituality” (The Nap Ministry, 2019a). Across academic studies, scholars have contended that a
Cartesian perspective creates a dichotomy between intellectualism and the natural body, and as a
result, this idea has been subject to a range of criticism.
From enslavement to contemporary capitalism, modes of production alienate workers
from their bodies and their minds (Smith, 2009). Smith (2009) notes Karl Marx recognized the
quintessential differences between intellectual activity and physical, bodily productivity which
led to a social division. Historically, society has conceptualized between manual labor and what
is known as intellectual labor or knowledge work. Our conception of productivity is tied to
neoliberal and capitalist ideologies that sustain grind culture discourses. This leads us to believe
if we are not working with our body or our mind, we are lazy. Furthermore, knowledge workers,
or workers who don’t commit manual labor, have struggled with this ideal as their output is
oftentimes less tangible and takes more time. On the other hand, manual laborers have also
historically faced struggles related to the amount of productivity they are able to achieve as what
is considered laziness has only been extended by grind culture discourses.
As illustrated in my literature review on rest, key philosophers argued that resting was a
form of laziness, as you could not work or even think while you slept. Obviously, if you’re
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asleep, manual labor isn’t possible; but also by this logic, if you could not think, you were not
“working.” Hersey directly calls out this disparaging nature of grind culture discourse and the
damage it commits as a result. She tells Sixty Inches from Center, “Hate and the spiritual
dimensions of white supremacy are moving on energetic levels and some people are missing it
because they’re using the same culture of grind culture, which is to not sleep, stay up, work 80
hours. If they’re sick, they just push through it and ignore their body” (Hazel, 2020, para. 71). As
a result of this “mind over matter” ideology, individuals’ disregard for their intuition causes
direct harm to their bodies that causes a continuous cycle of damage.
Hersey problematizes these widespread notions of productivity rooted in Cartesian
mind/body dualism by emphasizing how the body is inseparable from the mind. She notes how
capitalism and white supremacy want workers detached from their own intuition and bodies.
Tired workers are disconnected from their bodies and unable to resist. Hersey states, “They want
us disconnected from our divine bodies to be a tool for profit. They have us twisted. Let’s resist.
Let us rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2019f). In this post, Hersey illuminates the lie that capitalism has
sold to us and directly opposes the human body in counter to a tool. Hersey furthers, “Resting is
simply the vehicle to help you re-align with your natural state of a perfect, divine human
being…We will rest our way back to truth” (The Nap Ministry, 2020g). Hersey’s rhetoric
discounts Western dualism that continues the separation of mind and body as well as spirit and
matter and instead believes in the interconnectedness of everything. This truth is seen in her
statement, “Deeply understanding that two things can be true at the same time is gonna free so
many people” (The Nap Ministry, 2021d). By refusing the dichotomous nature of Cartesian
dualism, The Nap Ministry’s followers begin to listen to their bodies.
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Embodied Rhetoric
As Hersey critiques dualism, Hersey also problematizes the body’s relationship to
productivity and leads her followers to an intuitive, embodied rhetoric. In doing so, Hersey
provides the evidence for why a dualistic perspective is incomplete, inaccurate, and insulting to
the divine, human body. Workers’ bodies are so much more than the labor they produce. The
Nap Ministry challenges grind culture’s perception of productivity and mind/body dualism as it
believes that resting is a productive act. In her view, rest and sleep do not turn off the mind, do
not waste time, and do not refrain from accomplishment. Hersey radicalizes the idea of doing
nothing into doing something. Hersey believes that “part of the resistance is believing that ‘doing
nothing’ is actually doing everything” (The Nap Ministry, 2020a). As Hersey states, “When you
are resting, you are being productive...Sleeping...you are actually doing something, you’re
honoring your body, you’re giving your brain a moment to download information, you’re
disrupting toxic systems” (Hamblin & Wells, 2020, 16:32). In Hersey’s perspective, by
reclaiming rest, you are doing multiple things, from healing, to communicating with ancestors, to
rejuvenating your body.
However, Hersey insists that the act of rest especially resists grind ideology. She
articulates this notion by her strategic positioning of rest as resistance. Despite what grind
ideology would tell us, resting is not doing nothing, it is a protest. Resting is refusal to take part
in capitalistic structures that want us to grind. In her rhetoric, Hersey rhetorically reimagines
images of resistance; to interrupt the cycle of grinding, one must simply shut the body down
refusing to continue to grind. However, Hersey explains resistance is more than just taking a nap
and that “daydreaming, radical pausing, slowing down, saying no, detoxing from media, sitting
on couch for extra 10 minutes with your eyes closed, not being addicted to emails, reclaiming
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your time and getting off your phone sometimes is all part of the resistance” (The Nap Ministry,
2020h). This portrayal depicts the various ways in which our culture sees our rest as “doing
nothing.” To help her audience understand this notion, Hersey deliberately ties rest to
spirituality. The rhetorical connection Hersey makes for her audience leads them to reimagine
productivity and, in turn, their worth.
In her rhetoric, Hersey reinforces that resting is productive because our bodies need it,
informing her audience that “it is one of our most ancient and primal needs to rest and listen to
our bodies” (The Nap Ministry, 2019j). Rest is an innate, natural, embodied part of what it means
to be human. Hersey preaches to her audience that “you are productive by being alive. Your
breathing is productive. Dreaming is productive. Rest is productive. You don’t have to earn the
right to rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2019e). By Hersey’s logic, rest is an essential part of life, and
living is productive, so therefore rest is productive. In this perspective, Hersey claims rest does
not have to be earned because it is already an innate part of the human body and its functioning.
This claim also problematizes capitalist logic and refutes a neoliberal notion that we are only
deserving if we earn something—or put another way—if we work for it. However, for work and
labor to even occur, one must be rested. Rest is the biological antidote to work.
Hersey’s encouragement to reimagine our bodies as divine and in control of our
productivity allows her audience to reclaim their bodily autonomy. With this newfound
understanding of productivity and perspective of our worth, Hersey mobilizes her audience to
center rest. Hersey tells us, “There is deep power in taking a break, honoring your body, and
actively participating in your deprogramming from grind culture” (The Nap Ministry, 2019e).
Through this reclamation of our autonomy, we can transform our bodies from a tool to grind for
capitalism to a tool to resist it. Hersey proclaims on Instagram, “My time and body are mine.
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You didn’t give me my joy so you can’t take it from me. Centering autonomy. Inspiration for my
resistance against anything and anyone attempting to degrade my divinity. Inspiration for my rest
protest” (The Nap Ministry, 2019k). In this statement, Hersey informs her audience that grind
culture cannot take away from you what you were born with; in other words, grind culture
cannot take away your inheritance. After she reclaims the body, she repurposes the body as a
different tool. Hersey calls to interrupt grind culture by telling them to “unapologetically center
rest as a tool to dismantle” it (The Nap Ministry, 2019i). She empowers her followers to actively
resist it by telling them, “when your body has been criminalized, reclaiming it as a site of
liberation via rest is a revolutionary act” (The Nap Ministry, 2020au). Once the body has been
reclaimed, Hersey’s followers have the autonomy to resist.
The Nap Ministry’s rhetoric positions the resting body as a resistant body. As illustrated
in my literature review, the sleeping body has long been considered a docile, lazy body; likewise,
over time, the working body has been worked to docility. These bodies are unable to resist their
oppression from systems like capitalism and white supremacy. However, Hersey believes
otherwise. As she has positioned rest as productive, rest can then serve as a tool to fight back
against grind culture. Hersey acknowledges that the docile, sleeping body has been morphed into
the abject body by grind culture discourses. Julia Kristeva’s 1980 seminal work Powers of
Horror paints the abject body as a kind of repulsion and translates to the state of “being cast off.”
The abject body is something to be feared; it is essentially human waste, a diseased body, a
corpse. Other scholars argue that the female body as well as the fat body are also abject bodies
(Grosz, 1994). Kristeva (1980) contends that the abject body functions counter to the “clean and
proper” body; it is shrouded in repulsion and reminds us of our physical wasting away and
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inevitable death. I argue that grind culture’s constitutive rhetoric has displaced the lazy body as a
kind of abject body and is predominantly perceived as such on marginalized workers’ bodies.
Grosz (1994) states, “abjection is a sickness at one’s own body, at the body beyond that
‘clean and proper’ thing, the body of the subject. Abjection is the result of recognizing that the
body is more than, in excess of, the ‘clean and proper’” (p. 78). The lazy, sleeping body in the
context of grind culture, is wasting opportunity, sluggish, and far from our current discourse’s
idea of clean and proper. To illustrate, Hancock (2004) paints the abject body as the lazy body in
the form of the public identity of the “welfare queen.” In this context, the public perception of
the welfare queen was built on beliefs that African-American women receive unemployment
benefits, are drug users, and are teen mothers (Hancock, 2004). As a result, their bodies are
culturally deemed abject because of their supposed laziness and lack of work ethic. Hersey is
fully aware of this intersection at which white supremacy has placed Black individuals. She
states, “being enslaved violently while building the entire infrastructure...in America while not
being able to reap its benefits and called lazy” at the same time (August 15, 2019). The public
refused to identify with these individuals’ public identity and sought to distance themselves
thereby creating a politic of disgust.
In her rhetoric, Hersey discounts the notion of the sleeping body as an abject body. She
excludes this belief from her mission entirely. She states, “We don’t use the word lazy in our rest
framework” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ac) and “You’ve been told that resting is lazy, but [you
must] deprogram that and embody the practice.” (Hazel, 2020, para. 40). Instead, Hersey
believes that the grinding body is an abject body. She furthers, “You can’t get something
beautiful and liberative by using disgusting, violent tactics. We’ve got to look at restoring,
imagining, and building from a rested state. Rest is part of the job, part of the duty. You may
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take a nap and [during that nap] the ancestors will show you how to fix it all, but you don’t lay
down enough. You could get a word in your dreams.” (Hazel, 2020, para. 72). She positions rest
as the answer to reaching the clean and proper body. As a way to encourage her audience to
relieve themselves from these conceptions of the abject, lazy body, she grants them permission to
rest through various affirmations. Hersey states, “Learn to say no with joy to make space for
rest” (The Nap Ministry, 2020w) and “Leisure is our divine right” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ah).
She consoles her audience and justifies their rest by saying, “The guilt and shame you feel about
napping doesn’t belong to you. It’s misplaced. Rest is a primal need and a divine right” (The Nap
Ministry, 2020am). These affirmations further persuade her audiences to join The Nap Ministry’s
mission.
As a strategy to counteract the disgust and shame her audience feels toward their bodies
in response to grind culture, Hersey illustrates their bodies in language that emphasizes their
gentle, soft, and human nature. This rhetorical turn functions in direct opposition to grind
culture’s conception of the body and reinforces a universality among all bodies. All of her
followers’ bodies deserve rest no matter who they are—but rather, simply because they are.
Because humans are alive, Hersey believes they are worthy of rest. Hersey says, “Ease is your
birthright” (The Nap Ministry, 2020au). She tells them that “you can soften. You can rest” (The
Nap Ministry, 2020ae) and that they are “shifting from exhausted and bound to rested and free”
(July 15, 2020). This strategy emphasizes how the body’s seemingly weak need to rest is actually
a survival necessity and rejuvenates the body to liberate themselves. She instructs her followers
to “Lay down if you can. Close your eyes softly if you can. Explore and be curious about what
restoration would feel like in your body. Daydream” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ac). Hersey paints
this relaxed imagery of the resting body as soft and gentle rather than disgusting and abhorrently
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lazy by connecting tender rest to radical resistance and insight. She states, “Rest, radical care and
stillness wants to wrap around our shoulders like a soft shawl. Explore the comfort” (The Nap
Ministry, 2020q). Hersey humanizes their vulnerable, soft selves and assures them that their need
to lovingly care for themselves and their communities is a source of strength.
In this way, Hersey articulates softness and vulnerability as strength and power. She
warns her audience, “Don’t feel pressure to go hard, if your spirit is feeling soft” (The Nap
Ministry, 2020e). This instruction to allow a gentle embodiment upholds her message of rest as
power in that it encourages her audience to preserve their energy so that they can resist another
day. Hersey states, “There is power and transformation in the collapse onto the floor. In the
breaking open. There is courage in being vulnerable and not apologizing for being a human
being” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ad). The Nap Ministry positions the soft human body and its rest
in direct opposition to the abject, lazy, grinding, and overworked body. In doing so, Hersey
illuminates for her audience the power and agency they already have within themselves. She
states, “Our bodies are a site of liberation” (The Nap Ministry, 2020ad). Our bodies are a source
of power and always have been, as The Nap Ministry explains.
When people marginalized by grind culture discourse are granted permission to rest and
absolved from their guilt, they are put on the path to their own liberation. A turning point
emerges in which individuals who were once constrained by these hegemonic ideologies give
power back unto themselves and can resist in meaningful ways. In this analysis chapter, I
explained how The Nap Ministry grounds the body as a divine entity through its discussion of
sacred topoi and feminist ideology. I then detailed how Hersey places the body in opposition to
grind culture’s machine-like rhetoric and how Hersey’s rhetoric discounts mind/body dualism.
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Finally, I illustrated how The Nap Ministry rejects the abject body and structures the vulnerable,
soft body as a resistant, powerful body.
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Chapter Six:
Conclusion
Analyzing The Nap Ministry offers important possibilities for understanding the role that
religious/spiritual topoi and the resistant body can play when examining discourses that counter
oppressive capitalist and white supremacist ideologies. In doing so, The Nap Bishop’s rhetoric
offers an innovative approach to resisting these hegemonic structures and explains how
resistance may be achieved in the context of late-stage capitalism’s grind and hustle culture.
Moreover, an examination of The Nap Ministry informs and updates our field’s current
understanding of capitalism’s rhetoric and the deliberate, new ways rhetors work to undermine
its power over us. In the presence of this cultural moment, where COVID-19 exacerbates grind
culture’s wake and reveals capitalism’s instability, it is especially essential to examine rhetors
like The Nap Bishop.
This chapter answers my research questions and interrogates conclusions regarding
resistance, social movement rhetoric, and embodied epistemologies. Answering these questions,
led me to clarify common misconceptions on resistance versus rebellion and revolution. I then
discuss directions for further research and the impact that analyzing texts like The Nap Ministry
has on our academic discipline and the world at large. In this thesis, I investigated how The Nap
Ministry challenges discourses perpetuated by grind culture. I sought to unpack the strategies
Hersey utilizes to intervene and resist these hegemonic discourses.
Thus, I return to my research questions.
RQ1: How does Tricia Hersey’s The Nap Ministry disrupt hegemonic cycles of
grind culture?
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RQ2: In what ways does the Nap Ministry portray the resting body as a form of
resistance?
As my second research question folds into my first question regarding Hersey’s rhetorical
strategies, I will discuss how her representation of the resting body disrupts grind culture
discourses and answer both questions simultaneously.
The Nap Ministry disrupts grind culture discourse by offering an opportunity to resist the
grind and hustle lifestyle and detailing the numerous ways there are to do so—whether that be
taking an actual nap, resting in an innovative way, saying no to more work, or building a
community of care. She redirects her audience’s view of their bodies and rest through her use of
religious topoi, a critical rhetorical move, as the inherent spirituality is counterintuitive to
capitalist, machine-like rhetoric embedded in grind culture. Hersey celebrates the divine
humanity that all of the people abused by grind culture were born with and pulls from Black
religious traditions and womanist ethics and perspectives to redefine our relationship to our rest
practice. Through Hersey’s co-opting of the oppressor’s language and use of strategic ambiguity,
she is able to connect to her audience in a way they can understand.
Furthermore, Hersey’s rhetoric disrupts grind culture because of how she positions the
resting body. Rejecting the notion of the unproductive, lazy, abject body and articulating the
resting body as productive, divine, soft, and powerful topples grind culture’s mantle with the
hustler’s place atop the hierarchy. In doing so, Hersey grants permission to rest by absolving her
followers’ guilt at the same time she strategically challenges the foundation built with white
supremacist and capitalist ideologies. Bearing these questions in mind, I now turn to critical
implications on what conducting work on Tricia Hersey’s The Nap Ministry means for rhetorical
studies.
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Reimagining Corporeal Resistance
This thesis pays close attention to how The Nap Ministry disrupts grind culture
discourses and transforms the body from a tool working for capitalism to a tool fighting for
resistance. The body has always been a tool to enact change, whatever the goal may be. Kraidy
(2013) explains that the body functions as the oldest medium for resistance. Specifically, he
states that the body is a “tool, metaphor, [or] prism;” it is “the medium through which struggles
for power, identity and legitimacy are physically fought, socially constructed and ideologically
refracted” (p. 289). In this sense, the body is at once the rhetorical weapon and battleground for
change to occur. For example, Kraidy (2013) explains that in the Arab uprisings in 2010 and
2011, Egypt and Tunisia citizens “shook their corporeal docility” to regain political control:
“They were women and men who challenged prevailing regimes of truth and power, moving
their bodies from a condition of passive dissatisfaction to a posture of active resistance” (p. 288).
This depiction of the resistant body refers to an individual using one’s body to physically resist.
However, The Nap Ministry exemplifies how the body functions as a resistant tool in an
innovative way. Specifically, The Nap Ministry asks: “how can the resting body be a resistant
body?” Hersey’s work is unprecedented as it envisions the resistant body as one that is resting.
With this in mind, Tricia Hersey’s view of the napping body as a resistant embodiment is
unlike the bodily rhetoric we traditionally imagine as resistant. The resistant body, in our cultural
conception, is one in motion: it moves and fights in battles; it places itself in direct line of fire; it
throws itself against the enemy and attacks. Essentially, the resistant body has rarely existed in
public imagination in the form of a docile body. Docile bodies, as Foucault (1975) explains, can
be “manipulated, shaped, trained” and are “something that can be made…out of a formless clay,
an inapt body” (p. 135-136). Our social imaginary does not equate a body susceptible to
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manipulation and control with a resistant body—forget a sleeping body. Due to its even more
vulnerable position, the resting body, by cultural assumption, is even further from resistant
power. However, as Kraidy (2013) says, the resisters in Egypt and Tunisia “shook their corporeal
docility” (p. 288). By this logic, resistance can only be achieved after the docile body has moved
beyond or rid itself of docility. Instead, The Nap Ministry utilizes a kind of jamming of the
capitalist system reminiscent of Dery’s (2017) notion of culture jamming. Rather than shaking
off their docility, resisters weaponize their resting bodies against the systems and institutions that
oppress them.
The industrial imagery is evident in culture jammers’ manifesto. Harold (2004) explains
that culture jamming “invokes the most traditional target of sabotage—the factory. Historically,
sabotage, or monkey-wrenching, has been a dominant oppositional response to industrial power”
(Harold, 2004, p. 190). Harold (2004) further explains culture jamming’s origin as it is “based on
the…word ‘jamming’ in which one disrupts existing transmissions. It usually implies an
interruption, a sabotage, hoax, prank, banditry, or blockage of what are seen as the monolithic
power structures governing cultural life” (Harold, 2004, p. 192). The Nap Ministry employs a
different kind of rhetorical sabotage. Instead of the workers throwing a wrench in the machine,
Hersey invites the workers to opt out and turn the machine off entirely.
The resistance Hersey describes can look like many things. Her depiction of resistance is
creative, imaginative and varied. Hersey tells Prism Reports, “Rest is imagination work. It’s
about reclaiming and reimagining what you can be. It’s about tapping into your senses in a way
that this world hasn’t allowed you to. You’re gonna have to be flexible, you’re going to have to
be subversive” (2020, para. 25). As Hersey reminds, like Harriet Tubman’s attempts to rest on
her journey on the Underground Railroad, rest has to be innovative and strategic. We have to get
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creative in how we rest, where we rest, how long we rest, and how often we rest. Hersey explains
on her Instagram that rest can look like a range of things and activities, from daydreaming to a
sun salutation, to a long shower, to praying. Ultimately, Hersey’s construction of what corporeal
resistance can look like presents a new argument for resistant embodiment—perhaps hers is the
perspective we need to move toward liberation. After all, as Audre Lorde said in her seminal
essay in 1983, “The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house” (p. 96). In this way,
the workers’ bodies rhetorically communicate dissent by embodying resistance in an array of
forms. Whenever they can, they refuse to participate in capitalistic and white supremacist grind
culture processes by resting in whatever way they see fit or necessary.
Hersey articulates the embodiment of dissent as an innovative, creative practice of
refusal. Harold (2004) explains how rhetorical sabotage is an artful practice and more nuanced
than previously thought: “jamming need not be seen only as a damming, or a stopping...Rather, it
may be more useful to consider jamming as an artful proliferation of messages, a rhetorical
process of intervention and invention” (p. 192). Dissent, in this sense, follows Hersey’s example
as a variety of acts of refusal to participate in grind culture. It is not necessarily fighting against
grind culture, but rather, saying no to its demands to work our bodies to exhaustion. A refusal
may as well be a radical act that has the potential to lead to a revolutionary act. Hersey reminds,
Until capitalism crumbles we will have to be inventive, subversive, flexible and
committed to radical community care to sustain a personal rest practice and a
collective rest movement. Our refusal to donate our bodies to a capitalist system
and align with white supremacy will be our foundation for creating a rested
future. (The Nap Ministry, 2020ad)
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In this post, Hersey confirms that her resistance is not an active fighting back but rather an
active, conscious refusal so we might survive. If her followers can maintain their acts of refusal,
liberation will be closer in their reach.
Finally, The Nap Ministry’s mission further elucidates the rhetorical dilemma
differentiating between notions of resistance, rebellion, and revolution. Discerning between these
concepts is no easy task—a fact evident in our misunderstandings that these concepts are
somehow interchangeable or synonymous (Selbin, 2010). On the contrary, they are historically
documented as different acts altogether. Selbin’s (2010) work tracking the stories of revolution,
resistance, and rebellion explains this problem: “It is important to be clear from the start that
resistance and rebellion are neither necessarily nor even often revolutionary. Yet both contribute
to revolution far more often than has commonly been supposed” (p. 24). Teen Vogue interviews
two critical scholars on the difference and misconceptions between these concepts and states, “If
resistance is daily acts of opposition to oppression and injustice, rebellion is something more
extraordinary: It is embodied in specific events, protests, and moments that upset the order of
daily life” (Diavolo, 2019, para. 12). The Nap Ministry aligns with Selbin’s (2010) idea of
resistance, especially his notion of resistance in everyday life. He clarifies that resistance can
refer to a kind of “insurgency denoted by the refusal of people to cooperate actively with, or
express support for, the current regime or authority figures; even when this may appear passive,
it is an activity, an ‘action’” (Selbin, 2010, p. 25). By this definition, The Nap Ministry is full of
resisters. Even though resting may seem futile, it is a radical act of refusal and resistance is,
indeed, happening.
Hersey’s use of the word “resistance” is key to her rest movement’s intention. Harold
(2004) contends that culture jamming may not be the most radical way to resist. Specifically, she
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argues culture jamming is limited in terms of its abilities to meet the rhetorical situation (Harold,
2004). She states, “culture jamming should not be seen as supplanting other, more traditional
modes of engagement that continue to produce powerful rhetorical and political effects” such as
strategies that produce legal outcomes or policy change. But ultimately, Hersey and other culture
jammers primarily intended to cause a disruption. Debating whether her movement is the most
radical, effective means of change essentializes her message. Hersey combats this assumption of
her work in her constant reminders that The Nap Ministry’s movement “is about more than naps”
(The Nap Ministry, 2020ao). Hersey preaches rest as resistance not as rebellion or revolution.
She writes on Twitter, “Stop saying rest is rebellion. We already have the rest is resistance
movement going and y’all still ain’t sleeping enough…the word rebellion means bloodshed and
deep uprising and y’all won’t even nap. You not ready for all that” (December 19, 2020). As
scholar George Ciccariello-Maher tells Teen Vogue, “Understand that resistance creates the basis
for rebellion” and later revolution in the future (para. 32). Kampwirth (2002) states, historically,
there is a “tradition of resistance” that can “plant seeds that…germinate many years later, when
the structural, ideological and political conditions [are] right” (p. 11). Like resisters of the past,
Hersey recognizes that the moment for rebellion and revolution is not yet here and that we have
to be well-rested in order to meet that moment. Ultimately, her message is radical in the temporal
sense. After all, change is about timing. Hersey’s congregation is resisting, and in their
resistance, preparing to meet the moment.
As a result of this interchange, social movement critics should attend less to resistance as
performance but more closely examine resistance as survival. Cox and Foust (2009) argue for a
shift in social movement rhetorical criticism in that they should “attempt to understand such
rhetoric on its own terms” and “explore the ways in which unorthodox dissent represent(s) a
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powerful challenge to dominant norms” (p. 607). By approaching resistance as performed, SMR
critics believe they can better understand material and corporeal acts of dissent (Cox & Foust,
2009). These scholars contend that in doing so, they can instead examine the “’liminal’ state
between instrumentality and aesthetics” (p. 614). However, I argue that seeing resistance as
performance can be limiting; essentially, rhetorical inquiries into resistance need a more critical
lens and a focus not on its mere function, but rather, its necessity for groups of people’s survival.
It is imperative to look at bodies in dissent with a critical perspective and the growing attention
to resistance and bodies is essential to understanding the path to liberation.
Ultimately, however, Hersey challenges our imagery of resistance. As she believes,
resistance doesn’t have to be a physical battle or protest. Rather, resistance can take many
forms—from simply shutting off, opting out, boycotting grind culture’s demands to working at a
slower pace. Indeed, this conversation may be well served by taking a closer look at historical
social movements and more critically examining the evolution of notions of “resistance.”
Stewart, Smith and Denton’s (1984) work may be helpful in this endeavor. Hersey’s work and
other forms of resistance that could potentially arise in response to grind culture may warrant
scholarly attention specifically from social movement critics.
Private/Public Sphere
Not only does Hersey reimagine resistant bodies, but she also reimagines what, where,
why and how rest manifests. Koukal’s (2010) characteristics of the body in dissent include: “its
essential centeredness, its motility in space, its temporality, its inherent expressivity, and its
potential for political unity and action” (p. 113). He furthers that the dissenting body becomes
more powerful en masse and that its “action may be understood in terms of movement, and like
any lived body, the dissenting body moves through space (Koukal, 2010, p. 113). While The Nap
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Ministry functions as a political resistance and centers the body, our normative assumptions of
resting bodies do not move through a physical space or function among other dissenting bodies.
However, in Hersey’s conception of the resting/resistant body, these bodies can embody space
and can also be done in collectivity. This is seen through the Collective Napping Experiences
Hersey hosted in-person before the pandemic began. Hersey believes that these communal naps
where followers come and sleep on the floor together in a space, can occupy an untapped power.
She writes in her blog,
At our Collective Napping Experiences community members come together to
nap in a safe, shared space as they harness the creative power that happens when
you nap…They look different and an energy of imagination and calmness fills the
room. It is spirit work to rest. It is spirit work to nap together (Hersey, February
2018).
Due to these events, The Nap Ministry does fulfill Koukal’s (2010) conception of bodies in
dissent. By joining together to refuse grind culture, the power is compounded in a space filled
with dissenting bodies.
As a result, The Nap Ministry problematizes the public and private sphere—taking
something personal and private, such as naps, and transforming it into a resistant act. In doing so,
Hersey effectively takes an act meant to be relegated to the private sphere and deemed abject by
public grind discourses and brings them into the public sphere. In the public sphere, rest can be
advocated for and celebrated. But, if we do not bring this phenomenon into the public, it very
well may continue cycles of abjection. For example, in their work examining the Black queer
experience as abjection, Craig (2017) explains that oppressive discourses “revealed how our
everyday domestic, cultural, and academic practices casually and simultaneously construct
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closets where we are to bind and confine our abjections” (p. 628). Grind culture discourses
function in a similar manner in regards to shunning burnout and tiredness as weakness, further
distancing individuals displaced by grind culture. Indeed, maintaining rest in the private sphere
can create a cycle of shame and a continual concealing of their abjection. While publicizing rest
assists in the effort to eradicate grind culture norms and practices, this presents troublesome
implications, especially for Black workers. If Black people should publicize their rest practice, it
may further perpetuate a laziness stereotype they have been unjustly accused of and, on the other
hand, it may further surveil Black people to the public and the state.
Moreover, Tricia Hersey’s conception of the body further problematizes the resistant
body in the public/private spheres as her rhetoric further clouds our conceptions of what the body
at rest looks like. This may be a limitation in this work. As shown in the literature review, rest is
a slippery concept to delineate. If rest looks like many things and can be in many spaces, how do
we concretely define what is and isn’t rest? As Hersey’s definition of rest includes acts that are
restful for individuals but not necessarily conducted asleep, we must ask: how does rest differ
from leisure? Additionally, are there delineations to be made between rest and sleep? Embodied
rhetoric is increasingly difficult to examine in this way. As Kraidy (2013) argues, “the body is
indeed constructed through discourse, but the body is also an instrument for action that is not
always necessarily captured by discourse, and even when such a capture occurs, it is rarely
complete.” (p. 287-288). This statement explains current rhetorical conceptions of the
resisting/resting body as incomplete and evolving.
More work must be done to illuminate this rhetorical slippage. Scholars have begun to
track this tricky embodiment in virtual spaces (Kraidy, 2010). But perhaps, leisure studies and
rhetorical studies should attend to which kinds of leisure are laboring acts and which forms of
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leisure are restful uses of “free time.” McKerrow (1998) explains the fluidity of corporeal
rhetoric; he states, “As conceived, a corporeal rhetoric sees expression in its organicity—not
exclusively as reason, or emotion, or private or public, or nature-bound or culturally determined”
(p. 320). He furthers that a corporeal rhetoric “allows for the examination of the rhetorical voice
in any one of these manifestations, without privileging any one as the primary or "responsible"
means of giving voice to one's thoughts.” (McKerrow, 1998, p. 320). Understanding corporeal
rhetoric upholds the array of nuances behind embodied rest/resistance—in whatever forms it may
manifest as.
Embodied Knowledge
To understand Tricia Hersey’s Nap Ministry and other forms of resistance that may
emerge in opposition to grind culture’s roots of capitalism and white supremacy, it is essential to
understand embodied knowledge and reject mind/body dualism. These ideas limit us in
uncovering meaning and pursuing truths that may have already existed but have dodged
academic articulation, particularly by white scholars in academia. Salvador and Clarke (2011)
explain that committing to this shift in our work “requires the courage to consider ways of
apprehending our world that foreground the body and resonance over the mind and symbols” (p.
259). If we do not engage with the body’s epistemologies, particularly epistemologies that are
already known by marginalized identities, it will further limit our understanding of grind
culture’s effects and the nuanced, identity-based material consequences.
This limitation is evident in the recent phenomenon of an explosion of white scholars’
research and academic curiosity focusing on burnout and work/life balance. Scholars like Anne
Helen Peterson, Melissa Gregg and Jenny Odell, have only just begun to examine this issue and
its dire effects of burnout. Recent research in this area by white scholars has problematically seen
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work as “a matter of choice and vocational profession” rather than “a coercive condition for
survival” (Froio, 2020, para. 8). Scholars need to instead “employ a holistic perspective of work
that discusses how present conditions are worsening what was already terrible;” a perspective
that centers the true protagonists of the labor rights struggles (Froio, 2020, para. 3). The workers
who should be centered in this conversation are not white privileged folks; they are the migrant
farmers sprinting to pick fruit to earn a higher wage and the mostly Black Amazon workers
recently defeated in their unionizing efforts in Alabama to fight their work day being highly
surveilled among other issues (Greene, 2021).
As noted in my literature review, BIPOC scholars, activists, public intellectuals, and
thinkers alike have been noting these patterns with work before neoliberalism, discussing how
dualism limits knowledge, and have been knowing burnout on an intimate level for years and
years. Indigenous folks hold an embodied knowledge on these issues and have for centuries.
White scholars have not studied critically or, in some cases, completely disregarded these ideas
due to the fact that it has perhaps not affected us in any similar way until now. But, it is
important to note, our deep entrenchment in grind culture is also likely to blame as well. Condit
(2006) challenges rhetorical critics to “transcend our historical, ‘trained incapacities,’ to take
account of codes outside of human language—codes of the body and the broader ecologies in
which we swim” (p. 370). We, as researchers, should do more to engage with bodily and spiritual
epistemologies that have been previously less attended to or completely disregarded by (white)
academia as a whole.
Salvador & Clarke (2011) suggest embodied listening to avoid reproducing symbolic
frameworks with which we are unknowingly complicit. In her call to understand the rhetorical
potential of embodied knowledge, Condit (2006) states, “These tacks prepare us for one more
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move—to expand once again our understanding of the scope of ‘languages’ by shedding our
ethnocentric assumption that only human-made symbolic codes matter to human action” (Condit,
p.371). While Condit was advocating for the study of DNA, proteins, and hormones, I argue that
there’s some scholarly inquiry due for a bodily knowledge even less tangible, such as our souls
and our spirits. Looking to BIPOC scholars and intellectuals will be helpful in this endeavor.
Raymie McKerrow has sought this truth in their work examining corporeal rhetoric. He believes
that corporeal rhetoric can account for nuances that go beyond Westernized, male, and white
conceptions of rhetoric (McKerrow, 1998). I argue that they not simply account for variations,
but reveal their own truths all together that we have been missing. As McKerrow (1998) states,
“reliance on an administrative rhetoric denies us the opportunity to valorize the rhetorics that
such a perspective fails to accord respect or even recognize as worthy of the name rhetoric. Only
by broadening the perspective will we come to an appreciation of the diversity of voices that
represent the Earthbody.” (p. 320). While McKerrow—a white, cisgender male scholar and
respected elder in our discipline—and other critics also cited throughout this piece have recently
begun to commit to this kind of study, the field still has a long way to go in this reframing. Of
course, I would be remiss if I did not identify my own whiteness as a limitation in this work. It is
certainly possible that I am limited in my understanding of The Nap Ministry’s insightful work
due to my whiteness, my own habits of mind/body dualism, and due to the fact that I have not
fully committed to a rest practice myself. It is clear that there is quintessential knowledge to be
gained from these thinkers and within our own bodies—once we have committed to listening to
them both.
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Directions for Future Research
Looking to the future, it is imperative that scholars continue to further investigate the
ways grind culture complicates our view of productivity. Based on this analysis, scholars should
continue to investigate the ways in which grind ideology rhetorically frames bodies. Specifically,
more inquiry should be done into what exactly makes a body productive and what makes a body
unproductive simply because it critically implicates ableist ideologies. While it is unsurprising
that capitalism perpetuates ableism, it is imperative to dissect the rhetorical messages that
emerge as a result to see how they continue to render certain bodies as abject. Foucault’s (1990)
conception of biopower paired with crip theory (McRuer, 2006) could assist critics in these
research endeavors. This strategy of examining the relations of institutions of power and how
they construct and reinforce characteristics of human bodies has been used to explore how
society normalizes and controls bodies to serve it (Foucault, 1990). Future works should ask;
“what do productive bodies look like?” They should examine how institutions require healthy
bodies to be more productive for capitalism. But on the contrary, grind ideology tends to require
docile bodies to produce to the point of exhaustion, rendering them useless. In this way,
structures of power work to cause individuals to fear the unproductive body.
The unproductive, lazy, and disabled body as the abject body should be interrogated
further as this body’s depiction as a social pariah is deeply rooted in ableist and eugenicist
ideologies. Hunt-Kennedy's (2020) work on enslavement in the Caribbean illuminates how
disability and racism marked the enslaved body. She notes that enslavement practices in Jamaica
and The Barbados allowed enslavers to carry out punishments that left enslaved people
permanently disabled and impaired in many ways (Hunt-Kennedy, 2020). While these
punishments seemed counterintuitive to the labor enslaver’s wanted enslaved people to conduct,
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it also kept them physically and psychologically weakened, often unable to escape the horrors of
enslavement (Turner, 2014). Hunt-Kennedy (2020) explains this as a liminal space fluctuating
between fitness and death.
While I will not argue that these contexts are anywhere near the same situation—at the
very least, they are separated by centuries—grind culture’s ideologies stem from enslavement’s
origin of positioning the body as a machine. Today, grind culture overworks individual workers
to the point of burnout but not to the point of complete shutdown, or death. Grind culture makes
everyone tired so that they are unable to resist fully or successfully. Grind culture does not fully
diminish individuals, but rather, keeps them busy and tired so that they don’t have the physical
capacity or mental state to revolt. Capitalism and neoliberalism’s inherent structure and policies
also works against individuals so they are unable to climb out of its systemic depths, such as
generational poverty. Ultimately, more critics should attend to our current moment’s discussion
of what makes an unproductive body. Productivity discourses should be further examined to see
how unproductive bodies are pushed into realms of disability. This research is especially
concerning given the current state of the COVID-19 pandemic. We are situated within a critical
impasse where bodies and their rhetorical acts and embodiment can be understood in ways that
lend to imminent and necessary change where all bodies can be valued, regardless of their
productivity output.
Finally, this research is essential for us to continue navigating “The New Normal” in
which we now live. The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed a vital moment in our culture where
an intervention in the way we function societally could take place. But ultimately, revolution is
far on the horizon—not around the corner. We still have a long way to go. While some are
beginning to understand the problematic myth of grind culture, we must continue disrupting it,
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just like The Nap Ministry. The more we interrupt this fantasy, the less power it will hold as a
dominant ideology. Once more people “abandon the performative and embrace the authentic,”
we can begin to heal (Ahmad, 2020). Hersey asks her audience, “How will we thrive and lead
justice movements if we are sleep deprived?” (The Nap Ministry, 2020q). This notion is
important now more than ever.
The deliberate absence of rest in grind culture’s discourse is harmful and prevents actual
work from being done to change the system. As Gregg (2018) explains, “delivering productivity
pedagogy” has “assisted in the dissolution of collective action against the structural
transformations to knowledge work over many decades” (p. 1). Instead of allowing grind
ideology to continue sleep depriving us, critics should investigate the ways in which social
movements are able to remove these toxic systems. It is of the utmost importance to analyze
thinkers like the Nap Bishop, Tricia Hersey. These rhetors will help us see the path to liberation
and illustrate what a new world could look like when we are rested enough to get there and build
it. Community organizers should push back against returning to the systems that led us to this
broken state and strive for ways of making it better. Critics should join alongside them
illuminating for others how these organizers are achieving the goal of disrupting hegemonic
structures. But ultimately, the only way change can happen is if our organizers are well rested
and can do the work; maybe then we can make this “New Normal” we are entering better than it
was before.
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Figure 1
The Nap Bishop Sleeps

Note. The Nap Bishop Sleeps. From The Nap Ministry. https://thenapministry.wordpress.com/.
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